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ALHUQLEKQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE

TOP UKA FLOOD
AT STANDSTILL
Reports of Loss of Life Are
Much Exaggerated.
LIST OF THE DEAD AT NORTH TOPEKA

Manhattan, Kan., the Center of the Flood's
Fury.

Topeka, Kas., June 1. At 8 o'clock such terrible havoc and brought such
this morning the Kaw river is almost destruction of lives and property as
at a stand, with a slight tendency to- has Just been experienced in the Kaw
ward falling. There Is no rising water valley of Kansas. The territory effectfrom aliove. The rain has fallen with- ed stretches from Brookvllle, Kansas,
out cessation for the last seventy-twto Kansas City, a distance of 200 miles
hours, but at no time has It been in by from three to fifteen miles In width.
the nature of a cloudburst. Boats have Almost the entire territory Is submergcrossed from the soutn side to North ed In water from one to ten feet deep.
Topeka with an abundance of provis- It is Impossible to ascertain the numions.
ber who have perished or are yet in
o

A number of people have been pulled
across the stricken district over a wire
cable where the Melan bridge stood.
It is now believed that the number
of lives lost in the flood here will not
exceed twenty. No lives were lost In
the fires and only eight buildings were
destroyed by fire.
Early reports were unavoidably exaggerated.
The burning of lumber yards gave
the impression that the whole of the
north pail of the city was going and
no one was found who placed his estl-at- e
of loss of life under the hundreds.
With the smoke cleared away, the
Kaw falling and communication by
boat less difficult, additional light on
the subject was received this morning
and the reduction In the estimated loss
of life following.
About 200 people are still at North
Topeka, 150 of them being 'in the upper story of the woolen mill. They
are well fed, but extremely uncomfortable.
The following Is the list of known
dead:
Henry Jordan, colored! Mr. Ward,
an aged man; Arthur Stitt, the 5 year
old son of Mr. Garrett, child of Mr.
Storey, Miss Louise Stapaven, Mrs.
Jackson, widow; Henry Luddington,
John L. Adams, Mrs. Ida Montgomery,
Early and Amelia Rutt, both children;
Andrew Pretzel and Forest Kutze.
The property loss from best estimate now possible will now amount to
approximately $1,000,000. The whole
of North Topeka Is still under water
seven feet deep.
While the two hundred people penned up in the second stories of houses
have plenty of food they are In great
need of good drinking water, which Is
being supplied as rapidly as possible
In barrels and cans.
The great fear at present Is that
some of the buildings in North Topeka
may collapse because of their foundation being undermined by water.

t

River Falling.
Topeka, Kas., June 1. At noon the
river showed a falling of over an incu
from the previous hour.
The family of T. J. P. Irish, consisting of five persons, are reported missing.
The work of relief is being carried
on nobly.
A sad feature of the situation Is the
tendency of thieves to loot buildings.
They go In by rafts and boats away
out in the suburbs where the homes
are abandoned.

HIS INJURED HAND.

ARE INDIGNANT

Harry Fluke Now Suffering With Blood
Poisoning.
The many friends of Harry Fluke
will be sorry to learn that the young Mass
Meeting of Old Albuman Is having a pretty bad time with
his injured hand and that there is
querque Citizens.
grave fear that the member will have
to le amputated.
Last Thursday Harry mashed the
third finger on his left hand while REV. SKINNER IS DENOUNCED
working at the big steam hammer at
the local shops. The bruise was not
thought serious but complications set
In, which have terminated in blood The Morning Spasm Conies in for
poison.
Some Denunciations.
AIRSHIP MAN HERE.
Stops Over Sunday to Visit His Friend
J. H. O'Reilly.
Carlos Stanley, Inventor of the Stan
ley airship, was here yesterday. He
is en route to San Francisco, and
stopped here to see his old friend, J. H.
O'Rielly. In San Francisco he is having an airship constructed, which he
Is to exhibit nt the world's fair In St.
Louis. He has Just returned from the
City of Mexico, where he completed
arrangements with the Mexican government for the construction of one of
his airships. Mr. Stanley has full confidence that he has the right thing in
the airship line.

danger.
The loss to cattle, barns, fences and
THEY CONDEMN.
crops will run into millions.
Boatmen who have reached here report many persons missing. Probably
fifty
persons were drowned In the
Messrs. Sandoval and Archuleta
country around here.
Manhattan is in the very center of
Here Today.
the flood's fury. Ten miles of water
surround Manhattan In every direction. The high railroad banks alone
ARCHULETA INTERVIEWED.
save the city from being cunipletely
submerged and possibly entirely swept
away. Every business store is filled
Hon. J. M. Sandoval and J. B. Arch- with water from one to ten feet deep.
ullta,
the latter gentleman the school
All passengers are being taken good
superintendent of Sandoval county,
'
care of by the railroads.
were in the city this morning. Both
Council Grove Flood Victim.
gentlemen are well pleased with The
Emporia, Kas., June 1. The north Citizen for coming so promptly to the
fork of the Neosho has fallen eleven front on behalf of the native people
feet, but the south fork of the Cotton- and denouncing the Rev. Norman Skin
wood is now six Inches higher than at ner for publicly abusing the people
any time in thirty years and another and schools of the territory at the
two foot rise has reached Strong City, Presbyterian general assembly at Los
twenty miles west, since the Neosho Angeles the other day.
has subsided.
Mr. Archulita, who is one of the best
Reports from the country began to known men of Sandoval county, said:
reach here and Indicate that the valley "If there is anything the native people
of the Neosho above here is a desolate regret It is such remarks as those atwaste. No loss of life is reported near tributed to Rev. Skinner, and there
here as yet, but at Council Grove, four- can be no truthful denial from him, for
teen bodies are said to have been I understand that all the papers of
found in houses since the water subsid- IiOB Angeles have about quoted him in
ed.
the same language published in the
Times
of that city. He should be deHeavy Loss at Hutchinson.
every
Hutchinson, Kas., June 1. The loss nounced In mass meetings inheartily
county in the territory, and I
of property in this city and valley is
every word adopted by the
estimated at $2,000,000. Cow creek has indorse
mass meeting published In
Fe
Santa
fallen since last night, but the water Is
still two feet high in the business The Citizen last Saturday atiernoon.
houses. All railroads are flooded for The Mexicans are not the only people
miles and no trains are moving. Two that are condemning Rev. Skinner,
heard several merchants of
thousand people In fifty blocks are for I havesay
some pretty hard words
this city
homeless.
against this man since arriving here
H. O. Strong of O. W. Strong's Sons this morning."
left last night for Chavez, where he
New Time Card.
will disinter the remains of the child
spring
The
time card for the arwho
a
William
Sanders,
died
about
of
departure
rival
and
of Santa Fe pasyear ago from scarlet fever. The re
senger trains was received here yesmains will be sent to Kansas.
terday by Agent F. L. Myres.
No. 1 will arrive and depart In the
Joe Barnett and wife will leave for
the north tomorrow night. Mr. Barnett future as in the past.
goes to Trinidad, Colo., to attend the
No. 2 will arrive ten minutes earlier
races, while Mrs. Barnett will visit and depart at 8:30, as In the past.
The California limited No. 3 will
relatives and friends at Joplin, Mo.
arrive at 10:20 a. m. and leave at 10:40
the lay over being the same, but the
TENDERED.
RESIGNATIONS
arrival and departure Is twenty minutes earlier than now. The Chicago
limited No. 4, will continue as now,
Entire Faculty of Las Vegas Normal with the exception that It will run but
twice a week, as will No. 3.
No. 7 will arrive at 10:40 p. m. and
University Steps Down and Out.
depart at 11:10, which is twenty-fivminutes later than now.
No. 27 will leave about twenty-fivTO ENTER OTHER LINES.
minutes later than now.
No. 8 will arrive at 6:45 p. m., and
May 28, 15)03. To the Board of leave at 8 o'clock. This train ami No.
1 will meet here.
These changes will
Regents, New Mexico Normal Uni- take effect next Thursday, June 4.
versity. Gentlemen:
We herewith
Bowling Game.
beg to tender our resignation from the
At the Sunnyslde bowling alleys
faculty of the New Mexico Normal Saturday night the Diamond C de
university, to take effect at the end feated the White Stars in three
of the present school year, for reasons straight games. This .places the Diaalready made public. We are yours mond Cs the leading team of the local
truly, R. H. Powell, Jr., department league, they having defeated the Owls
of English; Jas. Graham McNary, de In a previous game.
A gentleman
partment of modern languages and selling soap says that he can sell three
music; T. I). A. Cockerel!, department cases of Diamond C soap to one case
of biological science; Wellington B. of White Star, so In that event, the
(livens, departments of manual train game Saturday night was won on the
ing and physics; K. M. Chapman, de merits of the name. But the Contipartment of art; Margaretta M. Mc- nental Oil Is pretty hard to down, and
Nary, department of
and Greek; will likely form a trust on the new alWillmatte P. Cockerell, department of leys, which are soon to be In opera
phychology and training work; Louis tion in the Arroijo building on West
C. Butcher, departments of history and Railroad avenue.
Spanish; Frank H. Wolcott, departThe body of Iorhani Greenlmrg, a
ments of mathematics and chemistry;
Elenore M. Hill, department of physi young Jew, who died here of consumpcal culture; Elizabeth F. Remiey, tion, was shipped last evening to
training teacher in grammer grades Rochester, N. Y., by O W. Strong's
Anna S. Fitzhugb, training teacher of sons. The remains were accompanied
primary grades; M. Madelene Veverka, by W. C. Fife. The deceased bad been
training teacher of kindergarten.
here about a year.
e

Roosevelt'

Message.

President Roosevelt telegraphed

x

.

to-

day from Cheyenne to Governor Bailey
offering the assistance of the federal
authorities If needed as follows:
Cheyenne, Wyo., June 2. To Hon.
John W. Bailey, Topeka, Kansas. Am
inexpressibly shocked at reports of
dreadful calamity that has befallen Topeka. If there is anything the federal
authorities can do of course let me
know.
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT."
The message reached the governor
at 11 o'clock this morning.
MANHATTAN

IN DANCER.

City Surrounded by Miles of Flood
Water.
Manhattan, Kas., Juue 1. Not since
the Galveston flood has water created
WRIT REFUSED.
Washington, June 1. The Unit- X
X ed States supreme court refused
X to grant a writ of habeas corpus
X in the case of Whlttaker Wright,

j,X the financial operator who

Is

in

X custody in New York awaiting ex- X tradition on charges made In Eng- X land.

XXXXXXXX

e

1

HELD FOR GRAND JURY.
Gallegoa and Luna Charged with As
sault With Intent to Kill.
Nicolas Luna and Adolfo Gallegos
were before Judge Crollott In the old
town court this morning. Both were
charged with assault with intent to kill
on Richard Whltlock last night alout
11 o'clock.
They had been drinking
and got into a melee and slashed Whit- lock's head up.
The Judge found probable cause and
held them for the grand Jury under
5oo bonds each.
They will remain
in the old town Jail..

KANSAS CITY
UNDER WATER
Eight Feet of Water in the
Union Depot.
RECEDING AT DES MOINES

WATER

ALL TRAINS DELAYED.

The Floods In Kansas Have Disar
ranged Time Table.
COMMENDED
ALBUQUERQUE
No passenger trains have arrived
here from the eaBt since 4 o'clock this
Iast Saturday evening, at 7 X morning.
Trains of yesterday .arrived last
o'clock, at the court hoiiHe In old
town, according to previous call, X night as follows: No. 3, the California
a meeting to select a candidate V limited, as No. 1, 10 p. m.; No. 1, as
second No. 1, 2:00 a. m.; No. 7, as
for school director In conformity
third No. 1, 3:20 a. m.
with the law was held, and was
Trains Nos. 3 and 1 of today are
resolved into a mass meeting to
annulled.
denounce Rev. Norman Skinner,
Stub train No. 7, from La Junta, will
Jesus Romero acting as chairman
arrive tonight on time.
and Gabriel Armljo as secretary.
Through train No. 7 is reported
Upon motion of Seferino Crol- about four hours late, and due about
lott, duly seconded. Jesus Romero
was chosen a candidate for school N 2 o'clock tomorrow morning.
director for the republican party
in district No. 13. to serve for
A FATAL FALL.
three years, to le voted for on
Monday, June 1. There were no
other nominations.
George H. Cross Meets a Horrible
At the conclusion of this busl- nes8, upon motion of C. D. Mur- Death at Santa Fe.
phy, the meeting resolved Itself
Into a mass meeting of citizens, N
V with the same officers presiding,
NEVER REGAINED CONSCIOUSNESS.
N for the purpose of denouncing the
Infamous Reverend Norman bkln- i
ner.
Special to The Citizen.
After several well timed speech- Santa Fe, N. M., June 1. George H.
es, the following resolutions were
adopted, and by direction of the X Cross, a well known newspaper man
meeting The Albuquerque Citizen,
of this city, was found at 11:30 o'clock
the only paper in Albuquerque a
Saturday night lying unconscious at
friend of the people, was request- the bottom of the south stone steps
ed to give them publicity.
west of the Catron front block, by
X
Whereas, we have heard with
Night Watchman Frank B. Ford, who
, surprise and amazement that at
lives In that basement.
the meeting of Presbyterian min- Mr. Cross was taken thence to the
isters, which was held in the city
office of Dr. Sloan, where he died about
ago,
of Los Angeles a week or so
midnight last night.
a certain reverend (?) Jackass,
He did not regain consciousness, and
who holds a pulpit in the city of
no marks of violence were found, exLas Vegas, by name Norman
cept a fracture at the base of the skull,
X Skinner, gratuitously and vilely
which caused his death, the blood
slandered the native people of
flowing from the left ear when the
New Mexico and their system of
body was picked up.
public schools In foul and lying
It Is believed to be accidental.
language, saying "that of the 100,The deceased leaves a wife and
000 native citizens, 90,000 were as
three children to mourn his tragic end.
cattle, bartered and sold at public
He came to this city In the early
elections, ignorant and that we
80s and was, with the exception of the
had no schools to speak of and
past few years, employed as city editor
that the wfflte people looked upon
and outside correspondent on the New
us with contempt," and other out- - 5k Mexican. He was the assistant terrirageous slanders, which no doubt X torial school superintendent to Col. J.
were impelled by the greed of the
Francisco Chaves, the superintendent,
said idiotic and malicious rever- and was aiding the colonel In getting
extortpurpose
(?)
of
the
for
end
data for a history of New Mexico, In
lng money from the home mis- accordance with a resolution enacted
eiona to satisfy his avarice; and,
into a law by the recent territorial leg'
Whereas, The drivelling idiot
isiature.
he
needed
further said that
strong men and strong women of
PURSE INCREASED.
N his faith to Chriutiauize us, al- DepartBase Ball Fair Tournament
though If he has read history he
ment Appointment.
must know that three centuries
At a recent meeting of the executive
ago, before his forefathers even
committee of the territorial fair assodreamed of America, the Spanish
ciation it was decided that the purse
conquerors had been here and had
for the base ball tournament be InChristianity,
without
implanted
from $500 to $800. This money
creased
the aid of Skinner; and,
will be cut in to three prizes, first
Whereas, It is our duty to re-500, second $200 and third $100. The
s pond to any attack made upon our
prizes and the neat sums of monthree
peogood name and standing as a
ey will better enable the outside teams
pie; therefore, lie it
to come here and cope, for It will be
Resolved, That we denounce In
pretty poor aggregation of ball playa
terms,
unqualified
the
most
the
ers
that Is not able to get In on the
Normalicious liar and hypocrite,
money.
man Skinner, as a villain unwor- The base ball tournament will be one
thy to be called a Christian and a
of
the entertaining feature of next
(we
have
Mexico
New
citizen of
fall's fair.
nothing to do with his church or
Several of the ne!ghlor!ng towns
faith and do not hold it res pons lile), but request the Presbyter- - X have pretty good teams and these at
tractive purses will be an incentive
Ian Home Missions to "deliver
for them to get to work and enter the
us" from this blot in our midst
contest.
and transplant him to a more
The committee made an Important
congenial clime, the farther the
appointment,
when It transferred the
we
call
distance the better, and
responsibility of the superlntendency
upon all citizens of New Mexico,
and management of floral hall upon
Irrespective of race or creed, to
George P. Learuard. It was a good
express their feelings publicly up- choice. Mr. Learuard is a good man
on this matter.
for the position.
Be it resolved, That we feel
Dr. Pearce was made superintendent
great pride in noticing that the
of the racing tournament, and his abilwhole press of New Mexico, Span- ity to carry it out successfully Is un
and English news- questionable.
papers, especially the AlbuquerThe coming territorial fair will be
que Daily Citizen, with only two
best yet.
the
Albuthe
exceptions,
noticeable
Vegas
querque Democrat and Las
who for several
Roy McDonald,
Optic, have sioken out In defense
years caught for the Albuquerque
N of the native people, their fellow- - X Browns, but at the opening of the
citizens, thereby exemplifying
present season signed with the Kanthe unity and harmony that exists
sas City Blues, has been released by
among the citizens of a common
Manager Gear, of the Blues, and has
country, without distinction of
signed with Pittsburg of the Missouri
race or creed, and we therefore
valley league.
denounce the Democrat and Optic
Traveling Auditor Safford from Sanfor upholding this religious hypo- M crite in his abuse of the native
ta Fe is in the city today Interviewing
local merchants in regard to the man
people of the territory and the
ner In which they have been listing
Continued on page rive.
merchandise In the past.
their
SXXXXfc
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Danger Line Reached Tomorrow

at City of

St. Louis.
Kansas City. June 1. The desolate
aspect of the flood situation here
showed no Improvement this morning
except that the fires which it was fear- ed last night would spread, were put
out by the rain and flood itself.
So far as rail communication was
concerned, the city was almost an is
land.
The only communication and
that very uncertain was by a road
running southeast. Business all over
the city was suspended. Manufacturing plants on high ground were compelled to shut down, owing to the al
most total shutting off of the water
supply. No street cars were running
nor were any railroad trains going to
or from the city north, west or south.
Great anxiety Is felt for tne safety
of the people of Kansas City, Kan.,
There has been no communication
with that city since yesterday, and
exhaustive efforts to get word from
there this morning failed of any re-- .
Bult. Five reporters who crossed the
Kaw yesterday before the flood had
become so serious, have not been
heard from since.
Telegraph and telephone
wires
north, south and west were down and
there were only a few wires in shape
to do business eaat.
The river gauge this morning show
feet, having risen from
ed thirty-fiv30.7 during the night. This Is nearly
nine feet higher than the previous
high record made in 1881. There was
eight feet of water in the union de
A great swirling lake, dotted
pot
with floating cottages, trees, telegraph
poles and other wreckage, covers the
lowlands, as far as the eye can reach.
Similar floating objects came rush
ing down the Missouri river, some of it
possibly from Topeka. The commit
tees in charge of the work of relief
and rescue were busy early, and a special meeting of the city council was
held during the forenoon. Thousands
of refugees at the convention hall
made their breakfasts from the rations Issued by the relief committee.
The number of lost In this vicinity
cannot be learned for some time, and
probably never will be known definitely. However, there seems to be am
ple verification of reports which ac
count for the loss of more than a doz
en lives In the bottoms.

little In the way of relief so long aa
the weather conditions remain unsettled. The storm area Is central In the
middle Mississippi valley, from which
the west has not emerged, and a
threatened development of another
storm area in the southwest carries
no assurance of Immediate relief.
"Light moderate rains have fallen,
in the Kaw and middle and lower
Missouri valleys in the past twenty-fou- r
hours, and rain Is falling over
the greater part of Kansas, Iowa, Missouri and Nebraska this morning.'
People Drowned.
Kansas City. June 1. According to
the statements of flood refugees from
the east bottoms, which generally ax
exaggerated, about fifty Belgians, men,
women and children, were drowned
near the Crescent hotel this morning.
Another refugee reported the drowning of twelve people in a skiff. They
were carried out into the river shooting for help. Their skiff capslied and
None of the
all were drowned.
stories have been substantiated.
BUSINESS SUSPENDED.

Flood Causing Heavy Loss at Kan
City. Kansaa City, Mo. r June t. Never
In the history of the west has there
been a more complete prostration of
railway traffic than exists at the present time In the west, south and north
of Kansas City. The approaches to the
bridge of the Chicago, Milwaukee at
St. Paul at Sheffield, ten miles eaat
of Kansas City, went down this morning, although the bridge proper is Intact and is high enough to stand any
possible stage of water. The tall of
the approaches to the bridge leave
the Santa Fe bridge at Sldley, twenty
miles from here, the only structure
of the kind still standing. The Wa
bash for the time Is out of business.
The Union Pacific has abandoned all
efforts to run trains west. The Burlington ran a train out for Chicago at
9.30 this morning.
Another train over this road cam
in from Chicago during the night and
it Is expected to send out another tonight. No trains went west. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is operating
the usual number of trains. Rock Island officials reported no traffic in their
Weather Bureau Report.
direction. The Chicago Great Western
Kansas City, June 1. At 11 o'clock has bad no trains for two days and
the weather bureau Issued the follow- sees no prospects of any. The Chicaing:
go & Alton ran trains out of Independ
"There will probabjy be a slight ence. Mo., last night with Kansas City
change In the river conditions at Kan- passengers.
sas City during the next twenty-fou- r
IOWA FLOOD.
hours. Slight fluctuations mean but
.

e

THE

Chief

GOCHITI

Engineer

ROAD.

Dunlap Says Road

Will Be Built.
60ES

TO

BLAND

TOMORROW.

D. C. Dunlap, chief engineer for the
railway, a
New Mexico Northern
short line to be built from three miles
north of Thornton, on the Santa Fe,
into the Cochitl mining district with
terminals at Bland, arrived In the city
last night from Chicago .accompanied
by his private secretary.
Mr. Dunlap took quarters at the Alva rado, where he was seen this morning by a representative of The Citizen.
He said that the building of the New
Mexico Northern had been delayed
considerably by various unforeseen obstacles, but would now go on. He will
go to Thornton tomorrow, where he
will be met by a team and be driven
to Bland.
Dr. McKlnnie and sons,
who are the promoters of the New
Mexico Northern railway, and owners
of a number of the most valuable gold
producing properties of the Cochitl
mining . district, which the proposed
road taps, will arrive In Albuquerque
In the near future.

School elections throughout the
country districts are In progress

Water Receding at the City of Dec
Moines.
Des Moines, June 1. Des Moines 1
now back to the mark of its maxi
mum of last year, and constituted the
record prior to the present floods. The
river is declining at the rate of aa
inch an hour and Indications point to
a more rapid decline from this on. Extreme cold continues, and the flood
victims are still without sufficient
clothing. Pitiful appeals are made for
dry garments for women and children.
The most alarming reports were received this morning concerning the epidemic of pneumonia and kindred diseases.
Doctors are unable to get
sleep, so numerous are the calls. ,
DANGER LINE.
St. Louis Expects Flood to Reach That
City Tomorrow.
St. Louis, June 1. The danger line
on the Mississippi river at this point
will be reached tomorrow. This morning the gauge registered 27.8 feet, leas
than three feet below danger line. Rain
Is falling today and this, added to the

(Continued on

pa.

Ave.)

STRICKEN SOLDIER.
Washington, June 1 Word was
received at the war department
today that Major General Alexan- dor McCook. U. S. A., retired was
Btrlcken with apoplexy at Dayton,
Ohio, on Saturday, May 30, and
is now in that city in a critical
condition.
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while there Is need of only about
2,fi0, acrorfding to one of our most
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Better
HUGHES A McCREIGHT, Publtahera stay at home on the farm, where
drain, lirawn and energy will always
Thorn Hughes
Editor
farmer
W T. McCrelght....Mgr. and City Editor win Itsreward. The
of today is the most independent man
on the green footstool.
Publiahad Datty and V.'aekly.
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for
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to a person conversant with affairs, the
1882
1903
giving of millions every year by some
modern sack holding Croesus as a sort
of consclonce fund, is not to him the
pecuniary charge or sacrifice which ev- Bole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
ery taxpayer makes annually when he
Jas. Heekln ft Co.'a Coffees,
WITH AMPLE MEANS
contributes his annual payment for the
Granite Flour.
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
support of the public schools of New
Mexico.
The system of taxation as
Staple and Fancy Groceries
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUb,
N. M,
carried on in this territory and contri214 South Second Street
butions which we all make for the education of the young arc as much to us Hllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
Individually from a financial standAND 8OLICIT8 NEW ACCOUNTS.
Earth.
point as the millions given by RockeCAPI TAL, $100,000.00.
feller to a certain university. Our mon- O.tlera Solicited.
Free Delivery
ey goes Into the public treasury, and
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
teachers who are paid with the funds
M. 8. OTERO, President
are not biased In their teaching and
J.
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J, JOHNSON, Asst Csihle.
by
an "Old
not bended to the earth
Dealer in
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
Man of the Sea," whose dally watchA. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
W. A. MAXWELL
word has been greed and licensed
Oil on the troubled waters will
FOR
DEPOSITORY
ATCHISON, TOPEKA ft SANTA FE RAILWAY
smooth an angry sea, but all the money derived from the sale of oil and osAVENUS
tensibly devoted to the cause of educa- 206 WEST KAILROAD
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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town of Las Vegas, N. M., and we have
in various instances, found that several of the inmates of the said asylum
have been forcibly put to hard lalor,
some of them as much as thirteen
hours a day.
"We recommend that Spanish speaking employes be employed In said
asylum; and we further recommend
that the bodies of deceased persons
of said asylum be not destroyed as It
has been done In the past.
"We also recommend future grand
juries to investigate abuses which appear to have been committed In said
asylum, and that the Investigation of
the management of said asylum, having been taken from our hands, we
have declined further procedure of
what has there occurred.
"Signed: Rafael Gal legos, Jose E.
Ramirez, Gerardo Plores, Jose M.
Chaves, Jose L. Ribera, Nepomeceno
Madril, Macedonio Montoya, Pablo E.
Armijo, Elias Narajo, Jose G. Alacon,
H. Maes."
The six members who dissented say
tnat while only evidence tending to
support the charges was introduced. In
not a single instance was a charge of
cruelty reflecting on the management
substantiated. In some instances testimony showed cruelty on the part of
attendants, but this was followed by
immediate discharge. The majority report has no legal bearing. Now the
governor will appoint a committee of
outside scientific men to make an exhaustive examination.
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row gauge points between Sallda and
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
Orand Junction.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
PLAN.
Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E. ELLIS,
R II E
At Boston
for all points east
At St. Paul
4 St. Paul
3 11
Proprietor and Owner.
Boston
For further Information address the
2 Indianapot.s
6
3
vtasmngton
undersigned.
Batteries: Gibson and Smith; Orth
Through passengers from Santa Fe
and t iarke.
In standard gauge sleepers from AlaAt Kansas City
A.
game postponed mosa can have berths reserved on apSecond game'
Kansas
FIRE INSURANCE
0 on account of floous.
4 10
Boston
plication
3
0
3
Washington
B. W. ROBBINS, 0n. Agt.,
At Minneapolis
Batteries: Young and Crlger; Patten Minneapolis
1
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Santa Fe, N. M.
and Clarke.
6 S. K. HOOPER, o. P. A., Denvar, Colo. Offlee at J. C. Baidrldge'i Lamser Tars
ixuisville
s

Peoria-Milwauke-

04404K4K4KeK4K44l

City-ioled-

N. M.

Subscribe for The Cltliea.

fnr nnnntnrs

amt uut
7yM EvnsChcmicm Co. Painless,
?nt or poWinmis.
olsj fey
V"po:oiiuTi,e.rJ or Miit
pi

DeWltt's

Batteries: Phllippi and Phelps; Poole
and Bergen.
At Kalamazoo, Mich.
Second game
Kalamazoo College
4 11
4 Notre Dame
Pittsburg
3 10
3
Cincinnati
YESTERDAY'S BALL GAMES.
Batteries: Leever and Phelps; Hahn
and Pietz.
American League.
At Chicago-Chic- ago
At New York
1
2
New York
i 1 Cleveland
4
1
9 12
Boston
Batteries: Miller, Cronin and Bower-man- ;
At St. Ixiuls
Piatt and Kittredge.
game postponed;
t
St.
Second game
1 wet grounds.
4
2
New York
1
0
4
Boston
National League.
Batteries: McGinnlty and Warner;
At Chicago-Chic- ago
Willis and Moran.
.17
. 4
St. Louis
American League.
R H E
At St. Louis
At Cincinnati
4
1
2
St. Louis
Cincinnati
1
1
9
Detroit
Batteries: Sudhoff and Sugden; Pittsburg
Deering and Buelow.
Western League.
Second game
At Denver
2
9
5
St. Louis
Denver
0 7 1
Detroit
Colorado Springs
Batteries: Reidy and Sugden; Donovan and McGuire.
At St. Joseph
City game postSt. Joseph-KansaR H E poned
At Philadelphia
of
rain.
on
account
1
1
6
Philadelphia
0 3 1
New York
At Peoria
Batteries: Henley and Shreck; Grifgame postponed;
fith and O'Connor.
lioth teams flood bound !a Kansas.
Second game
9
2
3
New York
American Association.
8
4
4
Philadelphia
At Milwaukee
1
Batteries: Wolfe and O'Connor; Milwaukee
0
Waddell and Schreck.
Columbus

RUE

San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

1

apolis

At Ann Arbor
Illinois
Michigan

&

ZS?. DLIFIEIL

game postponed

At Denver
R H E
Denver
3
5
3
g
Colorado Springs
5
2
Batteries: Barber and Latimer; New
meyer and Starnagle.
Second game
Denver
9 10
3
Colorado Springs
14 20
5
Batteries:
Barler, Whltrldge and
Latimer; Curtis, Villeman and Doran.

s

Cincinnati

Finish

At Des Moines

RUE

E

Fit, Style and

At St. Joseph
St. Joseph-Kansa- s
City game postponed on account of rain.

Burdock Blood Bitters makes Indianapolis
pure blood. Tones and invigorates the
At St. Paul
whole system.
St. Paul
LouiBVllle
SATURDAY'S BALL GAMES.
Second game
St. Paul
National League.
Louisville
At Chicago
1
5 13
Chicago
At Kansas City-Ka- nsas
2
9
2
St. Louis
Batteries: Wicker and Kling; O'Neill poned on account 01 rain. game
and Currle.
Second game
College Games.
5
2
2
Chicago
At New Haven
2 Yale
5
1
St. Ixrnls
Batteries: Lundgren and Kling; Princeton
Dunleavy and Weaver.
At Columbus
R H E Ohio
At Brooklyn
4
7
2 Oberlin
Brooklyn
3 12
2
Philadelphia
At Belolt, Wis.
Batteries: Schmidt, Plttlnger and
Ritter; McFeteridge and Zlmmer.
Wisconsin
Second game
Belolt
Brooklyn
6
5 10
Philadelphia
4
9 14
At Ithaca, N. Y.
Batteries: Jones, Evans and Jack-litsc- Cornell
Frazer and Zimmer.
Pennsylvania
R H

Perfect in

e

blood.

At Pittsburg

Every Garment

Western League.
At Peoria
game postponed;
both teams still held in Kansas by
washout.
Peoria-Milwauke-

$1.48

Skirts
Llk0 cut

leveland
3
6
2
Chicago
2
2
6
Batteries: Moore and Abbott;
and Owen.
Second game
Cleveland
15 22
2
Chicago
4 13
3
Batteries: Bernhard and Benils; Flaherty and McFarland.
C

game-Minne-

Can't be perfect health without pure

r

At Cleveland

98c

Gowns
LIM0 Cut

d

semi-weekl-

SALE

Chevalier

Madame

.

n

lit

musl
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..Albuquerque' g Largest Store,

COLOMBO HALLi

He was in Lordsburs last week and
reports that his well was put down
Ha Finished Hit Labor and Will Go about nine hundred feet when It struck
to Alamogordo.
a flow of artesian water of thirty galMaster Mechanic F. P. Barnes lons per minute.
He considers he
finished his official duties in that posi- has something better than any mine
tion at the local Santa Fe Pacific he ever Invested in.
shops here yesterday. He said to a
On the first indication of kidney
Citizen reporter, this morning, that
so far as he knew no one has as yet trouble, stop it by taking Foley s Kidbeen chosen to succeed him. The duties ney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
of the master mechanic are left temThe Order of Railway Conductors
porarily in charge of Oeneral Shop are Investigating several sites in the
Foreman W. J. Essex. Mr. Essex is at vicinity ot Chattanooga, Tenn., for a
present in California, with his wife, home for disabled conductors, which
to enjoy a week's vacation.
the organization proposes to build or
As already stated in The Citizen, Mr. buy. Two years ago this matter was
Barnes will accept a responsible posi- taken up and negotiations begun for
tion with the El Paso & Northeastern the purchase of Lookout Inn, but no
and will be stationed at Alamogordo. progress was made.
That Throbbing Headache
No good health unless the kidneys
would quickly leave you, if you used are sound. Foley's Kidney Cure makes
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands the kidneys right.
Alvarado
of sufferers have proveu their matchless merit for sick and nervous headA tower 750 feet,
alwut 200 feet
aches. They make pure blood and build
up your health. Only 25 cents, money higher than the Washington monuback if not cured. Sold by all druggists. ment, Is part of the plans for the ter,
o
minal the New York Central road is
Time Table Arrive.
to build on and around the site of the
recity
have
offices
in
this
Fe
Santa
Central station at Forty-seconceived a supply of pamphlets contain- Grand New York. Besides a clock,
street.
ing a summary of the train service on
with a dial twenty-sevefeet across,
the different parts of the coast lines it is suggested to have a powerful
west of Albuquerque, which come In
beacon light at the top of the strucadvance of the regular time tables ture.
and folders". In connection with the
pamphlet Is a table which will govern
Mothers lose their dread for "that
the California limited, which, after terrible second summer" when they
new
upon
which
the
June 4, the date
have Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild
schedule Is effective, will offer a
Strawberry, in the house.
Nature's
service Instead of a daily train specific for bowel complaints of every
as now.
sort.
Driven to Desperation.
The surveyors for the Santa Fe
Living at an out of the way place, cut-of- f
are camped on the townslte
remote from civilization, a family is north of the track at Santa Rosa. The
often driven to desperation in case new line will cross the
river Just north
of accident, resulting In burns, cuts,
wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay In a supply of the Rock Island bridge.
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
Only one remedy in the world that
besi on earth. 25 cents at all drug
will at once stop itchiness of the skin
etores.
in any part of the body; Doan's OintSan Bernardino Shop Worked.
ment. At any drug store, GO cents.
Although today Is a legal holiday,
PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS.
the Santa Fe shops in this city will
not be closed, says the San Bernardino List of Those Neither Tardy Nor AbSun.
sent During Year.
The company has given its decision
The following pupils were neither
lay
off
work
desiring
to
men
all
that
nor absent during the past school
may do so, but the machinery will be tardy
year:
kept moving and those employes desirHigh school Clarence Rogers, Guy
ing to work will find plenty to keep Thomas, May Gehring,
Clifford Hay-dethem busy.
Ross.
Edmond
holiday,
Division
a
With reference to
Miss Coltraine's room Helen AnMaster Mechanic Todd says:
"Owing to the fact that there have derson, Annie Duttman, Ethel Saint.
Mrs. La Bar's room Grace Borra-daile- .
been so many holidays of late, occaMyrtle Hunt, Willie McMillin.
matsioned by the street fair and other
King's room Bessie Baker,
Miss
Satters, the shops will not be closed
urday. Many of the men feel that they Clara Blueher.
Miss Stevens' room Ethel Chamcannot afford bo many holidays In a pion,
Lydia Flaming.
company
will
single month and the
Custers' room Harry FrederMiss
working
give them the alternative of
ick, Mildred Drake, Edward Doran,
or laying off."
Charlie i hike. Alma Anderson.
Mr. Decker's room Oscar Blueher,
Kodol Gives Strength
by enabling the digestive organs to di- Viola Blueher, Myrtle Faber, Selma
gest, assimiliate and transform all of Kraemer, Elsie Myers, Fred Hennrlch,
the wholesome foou that may be eaten Emil Heisch.
into the kind of blood that nourishes
Miss Graves' room George Myers,
the nerves, feeds the tissues, hardens E.lmer Kraemer.
the muscles and recuperates the orMiss Hunt's room May Crawford,
gans of the entire body. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure cures Indigestion, dyspep- Otto Newlander, Bertha Schwalle.
Miss Nichols' room Ruth Payton.
sia, catarrh of the stomach and all
Sold by B. H.
Miss Thomas' room Ruth Crawford,
stomach disorders.
Briggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son.
Mary Anderson, George Shade.
Miss Hughes' room Chester Iee,
RAILROAD NOTES.
Alma Stripe, Sophie Micklay, Selma
The stock rush on the coast lines Is Anderson.
Mr. Craig's room Albert Nicklas,
now on In earnest and passing consignFrank Champion, Roswell Champion,
ments are becoming quite ordinary.
Thousands of people have been made Pearle Walde.
Miss Keeper's room Ralph Craig,
homeless by the floods In Kansas.
Railroad traffic in the state is prac- Francis Selbert, Teresa Johnston, Lillian Selbert, Bertha Stewart.
tically at a standstill.
Miss Adams' room George Pinney.
The lumber has arrived for an adMrs. Wilson's room Margaret Beck,
dition and Improvements to the Southern Pacific station at Lordsburg. Work William Kieke.
Miss Hazledine's room Annie Dye,
will commence as soon aa the carpenFranklin Fuller, Harry Fournelle.
ter gang gets around to it.
Mr. Preston's room Marie Schwal-be- .
The foundation for the new Santa
which
Harvey
house
Fe station and
the company Is to build in Raton is
Startling Evidence.
completed and work Is expected to beFresh testimony in great quantity is
gin in a few days. The building will constantly coming in, declaring Dr.
be one of the handsomest on the west King's New Discovery for consumption,
end of the lines and will be In the Coughs and Colds to be unequaled A
recent expression from T. J. McFar-land- ,
Moorish style of architecture.
Bentorville, Va., serves as exam&
road
New
Mexico
Arizona
The
had
has added an observation car to its ple. He writes as follows: "I docbronchitis for three years and
train equipment. It is a fine coach, tored
without being beneall
in the rear end of which is the obser- fited. ThentheI time
began taking Dr. King's
with,
comfortvation room, furnished
New Discovery, and a few bottles
able chairs. Instead of the regular wholly cured me." Equally effective
seats. There are many fine views In curing all lung and throat troubles,
along this road which can only be consumption, pneumonia and grip.
appreciated when seen from the end Guaranteed by all druggists. Trial littles free, regular sizes 50c and 1.00.
of the train.
Dr. Cole, of the Santa Fe reading
GRAND JUDY REPORTS.
room service, lectured Saturday night
at the local reading rooms on "Cliff Found That Cruelty Was Practiced at
Dwellers." The lecture was an interInsane Asylum.
esting one, but only a small crowd
After tne grana jury has pursued its
turned out to enjoy it. Dr. Cole has ex- investigations regarding the Insane
plored the majority of the important asylum for three days, hearing only
cliff dwellings of the country and was the testimony of those having charges
thoroughly acquainted with his sub- to make, the legal point was raised
ject. Mrs. Cole's readings were also that the body had no jurisdiction in
enjoyed.
the matter of a territorial Institution,
writes a correspondent
from Ias
A Serious Mistake.
The chief Justice sustained
E. C. DeWut & o. is the name of Vegas.
the firm who make the genuine Witch the point, but said that at the time
i.azel Salve. DeWltt's is the Witch he suggested the investigation, the exHazel Salve that heals without leav- igencies of the case demanded that
ing a scar. It is a serious mistake to the court take cognizance of the matuse auy other. DeWltt's Witch Hazel ter. Now the governor had taken the
Salve cures blind, bleeding, itching matter up officially, and if the grand
and protruding piles, burns, bruises, jury had been unable to obtain evieczema and all skin diseases, Sold by
B. H. Briggs & Co. and S. Vann & Son. dence justifying an indictment, their
duties were at an end. The body reo
J. II. Holleu, the well known en- ported no indictment, but eleven of
gineer on the Lordsburg division, who the seventeen members sent the judge
formerly invested his surplus money the following communication, six memiu mining schemes, made a change bers dissenting:
some time ago and concluded to put
"We have found that hard, cruel and
his money into a farm. He homestead-e- unusual punishment lias been used and
160 acres near Benson, and hired applied to patients ot the insane
a man to bore him au ark-blawell. asylum which is situated above the
MASTER
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All patrons and friends cordially

agar
last

ed to visit "The leeberg." Laask Is
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,
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Third Gams Between Old Town Tigers
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der the New York law failure to pay
a note at Its maturity does not Involve
criminal prosecution.
Mrs. Cohen's
lawyer insisted that the note mentioned represents) only a part of the
money obtained
client
from his
through fraud, as she placed about
$.55,0110
In Merrills hands, and the
claim, with Interest, Is now In the
neighborhood of $t;n,ni.ii.
Arguments were heard by Governor
Odell In his private room at the Fifth
avenue hotel. Wlnthrop M. Merrlii,
of Boston, made a strong plea for his
father, who sat beside him with his
hands' twitching
nervously and his
eyes downcast. The young man spoke
rapidly and earnestly in describing his
father's honorable career In the southwest, where he was known as Col.
Charles F. Grayson, and said his great
ambition had been to settle his old
indebtedness.
"This claim would have been Bettled
before now," continued the son, "had
it not been for a man whom my father
trusted as a friend. My father trusted
this man, who told him things that
caused him to distrust me anil kept us
apart for a time."
Mr. Merrill produced checks aggregating nearly $19,mii, which his father
had sent to John Fottler, Jr., In Boston,
and read several letters that had passed between them.
Young Merrill urged that these payments showed his father's good faith
and that he Is now suffering for the
shortcomings of his friend. He said
Mrs. Cohen has Known Merrill's whereabouts for years.

1

1903

Marked Step In the Direction of
True Temperance.
The decanter with strong Intoxi
cants, which, from the earliest history
of our country, was found In almost
every home. In the cupboard of the
humblest cottage or on the side board
of the mansion, is practically a thing
of the past, and Is a marked step In
the direction of true tempermance.
This is mostly attributable to the Introduction of, and the now universal
use of bottled beers In households.
In the early seventies, the Anheus
Brewing association began
bottling beer under the pasteurizing
system and were the first to bottle
beer for export successfully. Always
following their motto In brewing, "Not
how cheap, but how good," and con
stantly on the alert to secure the
most modern machinery and applying
the best methods for bottling, the venture proved a wonderful Buccess.
From a small beginning their busi
ness rapidly Increased, so that during
the year 1902 the consumption of Bud- welser alone reached the fabulous figure of 83.790,300 bottles and proves
conclusively that this wholesome and
refreshing beverage has become the
accepted American drink.
Budwel8er Is the standard of quality
and the greatest proof of its worth is
the many imitations ltoth In name and
similarity of label, constantly being
placed on the market by unscrupulous
competitors.
A

m

0

CHIFFONIERS

DRESSERS

Mr. Nelson, the umpire, ran up
against it in tin first half of the ninth
Inning yesterday afternoon at the fair
grounds, while trying to officiate In
'the hall game between the Oid Town
There aie some things which can't be improved. One of these
Tigers and the Browns.
things is the "QUEEN QUALITY" shoe for women.
Mr. Nelson Is lacking In the essen-You can make it more elaborate, you can decorate it, emtiala that go to make up a good urn-- :
bellish it, use costly materials and all that; but for $100 a pair
plre. Hefoie hi? double derision In
the ninth he hnl made a coun'e of
Kink decisions, both against the Ti
gers, and in the ninth after be had
signaled Pettis safe at first he chang
than "QUEEN QUALITY," having regard solely to the two
ed his mind and called him out. His
great essentials of fit and style.
first decision was the square one, and
This means that mechanically It is perfect. As for its apwhen he changed the Tigers got up
pearance, the fact that one hundred thousand women choose
their backs and quit. This was the
it instantly above all other shoes would seem to indicate that
proper thing, too. If any one ever
it is attractive. Why don't you go so far as to try on a pair
lets you umpire again, Mr. Nelson,
the next time you go to the store? It costs nothing to see
please see Ftraight and don't change
your mind. Then you won't lie the
them fit your foot.
cnuse of breaking up a ball game and
BOOTS. $3.00.
OXFORDS, $2.50.
creating dissatisfaction among those
Special Stylos 5ic extra.
who pay to see the game.
At the beginning of the ninth the
Do not wear brassy.
Fast color eyelets.
score stood 10 to 9 In favor of the
o
Browns. In the first Inning the Tigers
D. WEILLER & CO.,
got four runs to their credit, mainly
Agents for the finest brands of all
through Cosgrove, who made a balloon
kinds of grocenes In the territory. The
throw when a couple of men were on
ANOTHER GERM DESTROYER.
Gold avenue grocers.
In the second the Browns
bases.
o
scored three.. The Timers made five Herpicide Is Death to Dandruff Germs.
"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts,"
more in the fifth. In this inning was
scalp,
germ
burrows Into the
The
on sale at
a dirty piece of ball playing, and if throwing up the cuticle In thin scales, "Lesser Platinum Prints"25
cents. Call
ticket office for
ever repeated we shall have to show called dandruff, or scurf, and digging Santa Fesamples.
agent.
Myers,
F.
see
L.
and
into a buzz saw, and this handicaps the player up. Base ball fans like to at the root of the hair where it saps
AMATEUR ATHLETICS.
Mrs. Bauiuiui, at ner parlors, No
him somewhat. He represented
his see clean ball playing, not the dirty the hair's vitality. First comes
Inning the
In the seventh
college in ten out of the twelve events, kind.
s
,.: 205 South First street, over the Hyde
of the h
Exploring Expition store, is prepared
points of the Browns crept up by adding five more tie hair, then lusterless and dead-likwinning twenty-fiveighty-oncredited to his team. It is runs. Big Chavez, In right field, drop hair, then falling hair, and, finally tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
A. and M. College Boys Win the First
(Incorporated)
I
believed that Pelphrey holds the ping a fly ball made three of these pos baldness.
of the hair hair dressilng, treat corns, bunlont
pole vaulting for a sible. In the eighth they added two troubles are caused by dandruff. With and Ingrowing nails. She gives mas
record
at
world's
Intercollegiate Meet Hands Down. one handed man. He cleared the bar more, and this put the Browns ahead,
out dandruff, hair will grow luxuriant sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs
at eight feet. The. individual medal 10 to 9.
ly, as nature intended. "Herpicide" Bambini's own preparations of com
Parson-likRamhs pitched a good. kills the dandruff germ, leaving the plexlon cream builds up the skin and
was given to him.
k SUCCESSFUL AFFAIR.
Ramirez, another Las Cruces boy. steady game.
hair to grow unhampered, as it does improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
Rhodes did not pitch the game that with the American red man.
Wool, Hides,
showed up remarkably strong. He won
twenty-onalso prepares a hair tonic that curei
points, and was entered in he did a week ago.
by leading druggists.
Send
"Sold
The result in points of the Intercol- eight events. He Is a graceful run
Charlie Quler, the ladies' favorite 10c In stamps for sample to The Her- and prevents dandruff and hair falling
iht II III H UH WISTSaT VU I l.ni l him We handle
legiate tracK and neia meet at the fair ner and a clean looking athletic boy. signaled his leturn to the center gar picide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs out; restores life to dead hair; re
I
I U1U1A IJUtUII I
K. C. Baking Powder,
moves moles, warts and superfluous
grounds on Saturday afternoon folAnother Las Cruces boy, Metcalf, den by dropping an easy fly that drop & Co., special agents.
Navajo Blankets,
a
Give
She
hair.
also
baf
ped
But
trial.
hands.
right
his
then
her
into
lows:
did well, winning third place in the
Curtice
Canned Goods,
shorts,
Elgin,
Cluett
and
Monarch
very
probpowder
sht
a
fine
which
Sunday,
tooth
and
A.&M. U.N.M. Ind.S. individual score.
Charlie was off last
Event
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
all the new color combinations and guarantees to be free from all metallic
8
100 yard dash....
Irwin of the University of New Mex ably got out of practice.
SIsubstances. It perfumes the breath
0
0
Hammer throw... 9
Wilson of the Browns caught a good white, pleated, $1.00 and $2.50
ico showed up well In the
MON STERN, the Railroad avenue hardens the gums and makes the teetl
three-basHouses at
got
game,
two
a
In
8
and
and
dash
winning the event in 28
seconds
clothier.
highly
recom
It
a
white.
clean
and
is
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M EAST LAW
6
0
hurdles.. 3
He was the only boy to win a first for hit, while Catcher Pettis hit for
r
4
0
120 lard hurdles... 5
and did good all round
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR- his university.
Just receivea a targe assortment of mended by all first class dentists. Al
1
fki
Run broad jump.. .
tva
I pv A
Of the Indian boys from Uncle work.
and rugs. Albert Faber, so a face powder, a freckle cure, anC
...t
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
3
Captain Vorhes at second played his Grant building.
0
Run high jump... 6
Sam's Bchool, Tsananlna and Damon
Shot-pu- t
these preparations are purely vegeta
0
0
9
won a point each in the running broad usual clever game and got In several
Screenwork done by. the Phoenix ble compounds. Give her s tilai
1
8
0
Pole vault
jump and pole vault. The Indians had good licks with his bat, too.
Automatic telephone 490.
0
9
Wilson of the Tigers covered second planing mill. Gold avenue.
0
Discus
very little training.
d
8
run
Pel bag In a creditable manner, and held
Two records were smashed.
on to a hot line fly that brought forth
phrey knocking a fifth off in the
-- 2
dash, and his companion,- Rami- applause from the grand stand. Wil
lie Brown also covered first bag in able
It will he seen that the athletic boys rez, a fifth off !n the
dash.
from the Agricultural and Mechanical
We reiterate that the first intercol- style.
FREE MUSEUM
Next week, we understand, the ESTABLISHED 1859
Arts college at Las Cruces are nearly legiate track and field meet was a sucABE GOLD, Proprietor
the whole cheese, and that the Un- cess. They should be held every year. strong Raton ball team will be here to
Francisco Street,
San
play
Strengthen
iversity of New Mexico boys and their
Browns.
the
the
The. officials were: Clerk, George
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
red brothers are only very small Learnard; referee, R. P. Asplund; Browns In several positions with some
N. M.
atoms. We are glad that track and judges. Ianbury, Travis,
Matson, of the Tigers, and you can't be beat.
field athletics are experiencing a grow- Stroup, Staab, Strong; timekeeper,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
Cuts, Bruises and Burns Quickly
ing popularity In this territory. In Washburn. Harnett, Vann; official
Auto. Rhone 458
INDIAN AND
Healed.
Colo. Phone 63
all parts of the country amateur scorers. S. E. Newcomer, S. B.
anChamberlain's1
is
an
Pain
Balm
games are being held, while in years
MEXICAN CURIOS
starter, John Douglas Walker; tiseptic liniment, and when applied
past the Interest was confined almost announcer, Hilly Berry.
The largest and best stock of
to cuts, bruiseB
and burns, causes
solely to the east. The increasing
The University of New Mexico boys them to heal without maturation and
Indian Baskets, Blankets, PotInterest In the sport is a happy de- entertained their friends in the even much more quickly than by the usual
tery, Etc., In the country.
n I
velopment.
Track and field games ing at the library building. President treatment. For sale by all druggists.
Mexican Drawn Work a Specmre a splendid encouragement of sys- Tight presented the winners the handialty.
GRAYSON
THE
MATTER.
tematic physical exercise and educa- some silver loving cup, donated by
Don't fail to call and see us
Hall & Learnard.
tion.
Native and Chicago Lumber.
when in the city.
in
TurnOdell
Governor
Doubt
About
The boys were lunched after which
This was the first Intercollegiate
ing Him Over to Massachusetts.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE 8HERWIN-WILLIAMtrack and field meet held here, and it the Las Cruces aggregation left for
PAINT CoversBUILDINQ PAPER Always in Stock.
A special dispatch to the Denver Reproved a success. The grand stand home.
They were all in a happy
Morel Looks Bestl Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
was nearly filled with enthusiastic frame of mind, for they had won the publican from New York, under date
Cement, Glass, Paint, eto.
Most Economical! Full Measurel
spectators, who seemed to thoroughly meet and had been royally entertained. of May 29, says:
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for your food. For sale by all druggist. ago. The point raised by the governor
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OLD RELIABLE"
phrey, all of the Agricultural and Me- EMPLOYES AT BREWERY HAPPY. dition papers If the crime charged in
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chanic Arts college. Distance of the
They Are Granted an Eighteen Per of the New York penal code.
throw, 98 feet 5 Inches.
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Agents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and Bottled Beers;
Cent Increase.
In Merrill's behalf It was urged that
Two hundred and twenty yard dash
Henry and Jacob Loebs, who own an attempt was being made to force a
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Henry Falter, also a delegate to the
Running high Jump Pelphrey, Agunion, helped to bring
ricultural college; Cannon. University Central
the wages of the local men up to what
of New Mexico. Height, 6 feet
Is paid In other parts of the country.
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Pelphrey, Metcalf, Bouts,
The local Brewery
All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Enamel lined
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cultural college;
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future
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Discus Ramirez, Bouts, Pelphrey, tee, consisting of arbitration committwo
from
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Distance, 68 the local union and twomembers
to be selected
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By taking this step, granting their
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Line
Ice
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ference.
and
Shredders
l'icks
western Brewery & Ice company
Klght hundred and eighty yard run only legitimate union brewery is the
Largest stock of Vehicles ever brought
in the
line Stoves and Summer Kitchen Utensils.
Hamlres, Newberry, Agricultural col- southwest, and is deserving of the patto the West Special Low
lege; Irwin, University of New Mcxl-cvo- . ronage of
Prices Now.
cousuuiers,
Time, 2 minutes, 20 seconds.
The star ef the meet was Pelphrey
'Tl.sn't safe to be a day without Dr.
from 1am Crudes. Now Pelphrey had Thomas' Klectrlc Oil In the house.
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
the misfortune to lose his left hand Never can tell what moment an acti-- t
li:Mlfl-11- 7
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Soulli
couple of years ago by getting It cident Is going to happen.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Alaska Refrigerators
"The World's Best"
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JUST RIGHT

territory's splendid school
inn.

right
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C. I). MURPHY.
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SURPRISING HOW LONG LASTING
our carpets really are. Your grandmother la amazed on discovering a
long forgotten bill that her parlor carpet was bought twenty years ago. We
are not surprised. Neither will you be
If you examine them thoroughly. They
are cheap because they last so long.
Linen warp mattings, linoleum and
everything to cover the floor.

Futrelle Furniture Co.
v

COPYRIGHT.

Cor. Second

P.

t2r

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
The uniform success of this remedy
has made it the most popular preparation In use for bowel complaints. It Is
everywhere recognized as the one
remedy that can always be depended
upon and that Is pleasant to take. It
valuable for summer
Is especially
diarrhoea in children and is undoubtedly the means of saving the lives of
a great many children each year. For
sale by all druggists.

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NEEDS NO PAINTING.
Rut, Up In Rolls Complete With fixture tor Laying. Durability GuaranteedWrite lor Booklet an Sample

.

0
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DALDRlDCC,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of ticket bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meal Market

'nr fresh and sou meats
STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

N. THIRD 8TBKh"

RUPPE,

B.
TRUSS.

A.
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West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. n.

No. 203

Never uiovcs.

TH -- ST.

ELMO

SAKPIE AND CLDB ROOM.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W.

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

KANSAS CITY UNDER WATER.
V

had a scrap yesterday. Fire days or
$5 was the verdict.
James Johnson and John Donley got
ten days each for entering Into a melee on the Lord's day.
Albert Walton for disturbing the
peace on the Sabbath was fined $10.
City Marshal McMillin has caught
the young boys who have been taking
the flowers from the lawns on Copper
avenue and selling them. Their hearing will come ofl at 5 o'clock this afternoon. Some of the flowers have
come from the bushes on the lawns of
John A. Lee and O L. Rrooks. The
boys who have been cutting up these
capers are John
Willie Wilson, Frank Carlson and a Sheen boy.
New-land-

Favors Mas Meeting.
A prominent memlier of the city
hoard of education called at The
Citizen office this morning, and
heartily congratulated The Cttl- zen for promptly denouncing Rev.
Norman Skinner, of Las Vegas,
who told a batch of falnehoods
against the people and schools of
the territory, and thereby at- tempting to create a race preju- dice In his untruthful utterances
against the native people.
The gentleman also stated that
the people of the new town of Al- liuquerque should follow the ex- ample of Santa Fe and old town,
and hold a mass meeting for the
purpose of denouncing the Rev.
Norman Skinner and especially
the two newspapers, who kept si- lent on the subject, for vlllifylng
the people and schools of this ter- ritory.

214 W. Railroad Ave

West End Viaduct
8treet and Gold Avenue

ROMERO,

Chairman,
GAHRIEL ARMIJO,
Secretary,
SKFERINO CROLUVTT,
NESTOR MONTOYA,

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MALOY,

sys- -

Very respectfully,

Coffee

40-ce- nt

INDIGNANT.

(Concluded from page one.)

The Groceries you buy here are just
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

ME

(Concluded from page one.)
heavy precipitation of the last two
days, with the flood coining with the
Missouri and other tributaries north,
Is causing the river to rise rapidly.
Farmers along the banks of Horse
Shoe lake reported their crops ruined
and that they will probably have to
vacate their premises today. Their
reports Indicate that the river will
reach more than thirty feet, and, as
a consequence, a general exodus of
farmers of the lowlands Is expected
today.
At St. Charles, where the Missouri
river is rising at an alarming rate,
the high elevation of the city gives it
secjirity, but, great damage has been
done to farms In the valleys and on
the Islands.
Missouri Point Is also in great danger of a general flood.

,

Warning.
If you have kidney or bladder trouble
and do not use Foley's Kidney Cure,
you will have only yourself to blame
for results, as it positively cures all
forms of kidney and bladder diseases.
Alvarado Pharmacy.

LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS

The Rio Grande Is reported rising
again.
Dr. W. D. Radcliff. a prominent physician of the bustling town of Helen,
was In the city yesterday.
Chas. I.antry, of II. Lantry Sons, railroad contractors, was In the city this
morning while en route east from
Helen.

J. Harry Constance, representing
Carter, Rice & Co., Denver, Is in the
city with some fine samples of stationery, etc!
T. Y. Maynard, the Jeweler, who has
been recuperating the past week at the
Las Vegas hot springs, Is expected
home the middle of the week.
Ray Morley, the Columbia University football coach and Socorro county cattle man, arrived last evening
from Datll and left later for California.
Mrs. Fred Marshall of Las Vegas
who has been spending ten days In
the city visiting her mother-in-law- ,
Mrs. J. C. Marshall, returned home
this morning.
Mayor Charles Myers returned last
night from a two weeks trip to Chicago, Kansas City and St. Louis, where
he went with Don J. Rankin, of the
Llks' opera house building committee.
Albert Clancy, nephew of Mr. and
Mrs. F. W. Clancy, who
has been
spending the winter here attending the
Albuquerque public schools, returned
this morning to his home at Santa Fe.
W. C. Leonard, the Los Angeles
capitalist, who has been spending som
time In the city looking after his nu
merous Albuquerque Interests, went
to Santa Fe this morning for a day or
two.

Prof. F. A. Jones, of this city, and
W. B. Walton, of Silver City, are at
banta Fe today attending a meeting of
the New Mexico world's fair commissioners. The new board will be organjp C
ized today.
Madame F. E. Phulips, who was In
business here about seven months ago,
is In the city, coming up from El Paso
this morning. She will remain a couple
of days and then go to Chicago and
Two Hundred Drowned.
St. Joseph, Mo., June 1. A tele- thence to St. Louis.
H. A. Cummings, an old friend of
phone message from Kansas City,
Kan., says that 200 people were P. F. McCanna, is here from Oswego,
drowned at that place Sunday after- N. Y., and will probably make Albunoon by the crashing of four bridges querque his home. While in New York
across the Kaw river by a big tank of Mr. Cummings was witn the Metropolithe Standard Oil company. The tank tan Life Insurance company.
Mrs. Cheatham, wife of the popular
which had been surrounded by the raging water, broke loose and swept manager of the Alvarado, has returned
against the bridges, upon which there home from the City of Mexico, where
were many people watching the flood. she went a couple of weeks ago the
The bridges with the exception of that guest of the family of General Manager
of the Missouri Pacific railroad, were Nickerson, of the Mexican Central railcrushed like kindling wood, and 200 way.
Rev. John F. Carson, pastor of a
people were drowned. The flood has
rendered 20,000 people In Kansas City, large church in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Kan., homeless.
Missouri Rising at Omaha.
Omaha. Juno 1. The Missouri river
continues to rise at Omaha, bin Is ex
pected to reach its maximum tomorrow, when It Is expected to reach fif
teen feet, or three feet below the danger line.
Worst of All Experience,
Can anything be worse than to feel
that every minute will be your last?
Such was the experience of ..irs. S. H.
Newson, Decatur, Ala.
"For three
years," she writes, "I endured insufferable pain from indigestion, stomach
and liowel trouble. Death seemed Inevitable when doctors and all remedies failed. At length I wag Induced
to try Electric Bitters and the result
was miraculous. I Improved at once
and now I'm completely recovered."
For liver, kidney, stomach and bowel
troubles Electric Hitters is the only
medicine. Only 50c. It's guaranteed by
ail druggists. .

preached yesterday morning In the
Presbyterian church. Rev. Dr. Shoemaker, who is a missionary 1n China,
preached in the evening. Both services were interesting.
D. G. Davilia Valle is here from San
Mateo, Mexico, on court business. Suit
has been entered by the owners of the
Bareolome Fernandez land grant In
McKlnley county to have Mr. Davllla
Valle ejected from the property In the
ground of trespass.

1
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PERSONAL PKOPERTY LOANS.

Furniture, Pianos, organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, Uso on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
WKaout delay and strictly pitvate.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms S and 4 Grant BulMing,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

When You Look at Our

A. F. Karrigan, a well known citizen of Winslow, Is In the city visiting

CARPETS

friends.

Mrs. Carrie McClellan, the singing
evangelist, of Chicago, sang some very
touching songs and addressed a large
and very appreciate
audience last
night at the Congregational church.
She has gone to Las Vegas where she
expects to hold her next service.
Major T. R. Adams, of the United
btates artillery, stationed at San Antonio, Texas, who spent Saturday and
Sunday In the city visiting his sister,
Mrs. Horton Moore, left for the south
last night. Major Adams Is on the
general Inspecting staff of the department of Texas.
Willis E. Sower, of Taos, N. M., Is
in the city on business. He Is a brother in law of Frank Staplin, of the Taos
Indian Curio company, and is an ap
plicant for the position of postmaster
of that town, vice M. M, Kahler, resigned. Mr. Sower is the son of an
citizen; is a republican and
was a Rough Rider in Capt. W. H. H.
Llewellyn's troop during the war down

YOU SEE THE FINEST CAR.
PET

DISPLAY

EVER
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We are showing the latest patterns direct from the
leading carpet manufacturers-a- ll new and
goods for
people. We want you to examine
u yi nco iu uiuuieuui, vjii
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and rugs. Wo offer some special good values matting
and can
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in Cuba.

Was Wasting Away.
The following letter from Robert R.
Wntts, of Salem, Mo., Is Instructive.
"I have been troubled with kidney disease for the last five years. I lost
flesh and never felt well and doctored
with leading physicians and tried ail
remedies suggested
without relief.
Finally I tried Foley's Kidney Cure
and less than two bottles completely
cured me and I am now sound and
well." Alvarado Pharmacy.
o

Almost every citizen in the territory big and small will hold some
kind of a Fourth of July celebration.
Albuquerque will celebrate on a large
scale.
That !h. the Central Labor
union will hold forth at the fair
grounds In a two days' celebration,
July 4 and 6.
Line of Least Resistance.

Everybody naturally takes the line
of least resistance that is, the direction in which he meets with the least
opposition.
We all want to "take
things easy," and the articles that
make things easier for us, are the ones
that meet the demand. The newspa
per contributes to the world's ease by
making kuown tne easy things in every line. Take, for example, the latest "easy novelty" the "easy medicine" Cascarets,
Candy Cathartic,
easy to buy, easy to eat, easy to give
children, easy to carry and easy In
their action. Medicine-givinand taking used to be a hardship, but the
g
world progresses.

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor!

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
WHISKIES, IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINit
Th Cooleet and Highest Grade of Lager serves).
Finest and Best Imported aid Domestic Cigars

COGNAC.

- CROCKERY

FURNITURE

DUPLEX

turn

J3

and

SpBL

SANITARY

MATTRESSES

g

ease-lovin-

Subscribe for the Dally Citizen

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note- -' All classified advertlsemenU
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than S o'clock p. m.

WANTED.
WANTED At once; plasterers and
laborers, corner First street and
Silver avenue; none but union men
need apply.
WANTED Fifty girls for steady employment at Rio Grande Woolen
mills.
WANTED A woman to do general
housework; can sleep at home. Inquire at 316 West Lead avenue.
WANTED Several hundred pounds
of lead pipe. See The Citizen.
WANTED
Local
traveling
and
agents to represent the Indiana
State Life. Address L. W. Galles,
Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second hand clothing and
tools. Send address and will call. R.
Sweeny, 615 8outh First streeL
WANTED Young men to prepare for
government positions. Fine open-lug- s
In all departments. Good salaries. Rapid promotions. Examinations soon. Particulars free. Inter-Stat- e
Cor. Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
SALESMEN School supplies
and
;
church furniture;
country
work; salary, $100. R. O. Evans &
Co., Chicago, 111.

During the summer kidney Irreguby excessive
drinking or being overheated. Attend
to the kidneys at once by using Foley's
Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Judge D. H. McMillan closed court
at Socorro Friday night and passed
through the city this morning en route
to Santa Fe. He says that it rained
down at Socorro last night and that
the people are feeling cheerful. The
prospects for an abundant crop ol
o
fruit
and grain are flattering. The
POLICE COURT ITEMS.
Judge will be in Santa Fe until June,
Judge Crawford's court last month when he will leave for the east.
made 530 in fires for the city.
The Best Cough Medicine.
Chris Rocoe was given ten days this
FOR SALE.
I sell more of Chamberlain's Cough
morning for being intoxicated.
Remedy than all similar preparations Ft J It SALE A pony. Inquire at St.
Joe Melntyro. vagrant, was dismis put together and It gives the best satVincent academy.
sed for the Ju lg thought he would do isfaction of any medicine I ever sold.
I guarantee every bottle of it.
better and go to work.
F. C.
FOR RENT.
Juan Candt'laiia and H. Martinez Jaquith, Inland, Mich. This remedy is
FOR RENT Seventeen room boardfor sale by all druggists.
ing house partly furnished. W. II.
real estate, 211 West
Gold avenue.
RENT Furnished rooms with
5 FOR
bath In private family, 616 North
Second street.
J FOR
RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
without board; also furnished rooms
THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND TE,S
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellhoefer.
FOR RENT From May 1 to Sept 1.
the Highland Hotel, will rent rooms
jj
at $10.00 per month and up.
jj

larities are often caused

Albert Faber.. I

HONEY TO LOAN

On

CAMPING OUTFITS

NEW AND SECOND HAND

Borradaile & Co.,

117

Oold Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXK O.

U S DEPOSITORY? .,
(or
Depository
the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchisoit, ToJ

peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.

Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

.

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
McMillan.

YOUR SPRING

SHIRTS

anti-trust-

...TOTI & GRADL.
DEALERS IN

LIQUORS AND GROCERIES
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
Old 'Phone 247.

.

7

North Third 8treeL

ALBUQUERQUE

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
T. O.
AHES, Proprietor.

E)ealep in Stoves, Tin and Granite

Ware

of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron Work to Order

SPRING MEDICINE
FOR THE BLOOD

SECOND STREET

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

UNDERWEAR
Fine Balbrlggan. ...SI.OO to S2.BO suit
rancy Balbrlggan .. .S3.00 to S4.SO suit
Scrlven Elastic Seam Silk... . SO.OO suit

Straw Hats from 8O0 to S3.00 each
Sweet-Or- r
Pants and Overalls

SEE

J. H

All Kind
19

...SOc and SI.OO
Solt Bosom
Monarch
SI. 23 and 91. SO
Manhattan
S1.7S and 02.23
Earl A Wilson, all pure linen
S3. SO

"
w

O'RIELLY

&

CO.,

LOANS.

PRESCRIPTION. DRUGGISTS

OLDl'RHONklima

NEW

'f HONS, MIS

2

MONEY TO LOAN In sums to suit
Address, pogtofflce bos 383, Albuquerque, N. M.

The Leading Clothier In New Mexico
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New Mexico

El

who accompanied them and who Is
taking a course of the baths In vogue
at that place, will return the first of
From the Index.
resident the week, her physician thinking It
William Yule, an
I this county, was drowned In the San best for her to remain a few days
Juan river. We have known Mr. Yule
for twenty years and regret to learn of
From the Citizen.
his untimely end.
Ralph French has been on the sick
George U Bailey and Sherman Ho-wlist
this week.
O.
Brewer
C.
of
purchased
wefk
this
Armstrong and family arrived
Sam
busigoods.
The
of
large
stock
Ms
and conness will hereafter be run under the here last week from Kansas,
template settling In the valley.
firm name of Bailey & Howe.
O. R. Beasley of Soledad, was here
The foundation for the Baptist
some lion scalps. He has killed
with
would
be
It
and
church Is finished,
greatly appreciated If those who have thirteen near his ranch In the last two
promised help would hand the amount years.
of Profes-so- r
Mrs. Curtis, niothcr-inlato J. H. W1I
they have
Agricultural and Meof
the
Foster
liams.
college, after a short
J. E. McDonald, assistant superln chanical Arts
died on the 22d Inst. Her body
tendent of the Colorado Telephone Illness,
to
former home In
company, spent several days In Aztec wns shippedwas 82heryears
old.
Iowa.
She
this week and rented quarters for the
Mrs. Nestor
and
Mr.
Week
Last
local exchange, which will be placed Armljo placed a monument to mark
Miss
July.
of
first
the
about
heie
the last resting place of their beloved
1'airie MeClure was engaged as "hello" son, Charles H. Armljo, who died
girl.
about six months ago. It Is of marble,
and slab and monument weigh about
Do You Enjoy What You Eatf
ir you ilim t your food does not do two tons. It was a work of love and
you much good. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure the most that human hands could do.
is (he remedy that every one should This practice should be general. Those
who haven't the means of placing a
take when there is anything wrong
with the stomach. There Is no way costly monument should mark the
to maintain the health and strength graves of their departed friends with
of mind and body except by nourishsomething, no matter how inexpenment. Inere Is no way to nourish ex-e- t
The sive, so that 1 tcould be distinguished
through the stomach.
stomach must be kept healthy pure from others, and not forever lost.
and sweet or the strength will le
Hot Weather Weakness.
down and disease will set up. No apIf you feel fagged out, listless and
petite, loss of strength, nervousness,
bad breath, lacking In energy, you are perhaps
headache, constipation,
sour risings, rifting. Indigestion, dys- suffering from the deMIitating effects
pepsia and all stomach troubles are of summer weather. These symptoms
quickly cured by tue use of Kodol Indicate that a tonic Is needed that
Dyspepsia Cure. Sold by U. H. Brlggs will create a healthy appetite, make
digestion perfect, regulate the bowels
& Co. and S. Vann & Son.
and Impart natural activity to the
SOCORRO.
liver. This, Herbine will do; it Is a
tonic, laxative and restorative. H. J.
From the Chieftain.
Freegard, proprietor Grand View hoJohn F. Fullerton Is In town from tel, Cheney, Kan., writes: "I have
Herhine for the last 12 years,
the Fullerton ranch near Patterson. used nothing
on earth can beat It. It
Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna of and
was recommended to me by Dr. New
IvOs Lunas were guests at the Wind
DOc at J. H.
ton, Newton, Kan."
sor hotel.
OHielly & Co.
is
a
Miss Helen Sperling of Belen
o- TULAROSA.
Ruest at the home of Mrs. James F.
AZTEC.

old-tim- e

subf-crlbe-

"Berry.
Mrs. J.

is still in El Paso From the Democrat.
Luis Vigil Is back from San Marcial,
her health and will probably not
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Catarrh begins with a stubborn cold in the head, inflammation or
of the membrane or lining of the nose, discharge of mucus matter,
headaches, neuralgia and difficult breathing, and even in this tarly stage
is almost intolerable.
But when the filthy secretions hciit to drop back
into the throat and stomach, and the blood becomes "lluted and the
system contaminaiea I had a continual headache, my clionka had grown
by the catarrhal pois- purpla, my nnae was always atopped UP. my breath
lokanfna- and dlasuatln
on, then the sufferer had
trr, and I coughed
or
b. h. kti.i
to use
begins to realize what a r.nd"aft.V tiki iaraaeveral
cured and
bottle I
t the bIIkM"-navar since bad
of
evmptom
the
disgusting and sicken- '
log disease Catarrh is.
oaepb. mo.
7th
it aiiecis tue moneys
and stomach as well as other parts of the body. It in a constitutional
disease and as inhaling mixtures, salves, ointments, etc., nre never more
than palliative or helpful, even in the beginning of Catarrh, what can
you expect from such treatment when it becomes chronic and the whole
System affected I Only such a remedy as S. S. S. can reach this obsti
nate,
disease and purge the blood of the
catarrhal poison. S. S. S purifies and builds up the
diseased blood, and the inflamed membranes are
healed and the excessive secretion of mucus ceases
When new. rich blood i rnminir r the diseaspil
parts, and a permanent cure is the result.
S. S S is guaranteed purely vegetable and a reliable remedy for
Catarrh in all stages. Write if in need of medical advice; this will cost
you nothing.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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-
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deep-seate- d

by the New Mexico Oil Development
company Is being moved to the Jlcar-- i
lias to sink a well on some property
In which Mr. Mclvers has a company
interested.
Charles D. Mayer is down in Mexi
co, spending a few weeks at the fa
mous Santa Rosalia hot springs.
Hal Reld, the watchmaker, and wife
left for Capltan, after having spent a
profitable two weeks In White Oaks.
Mrs. Charles Spence left for her
Mrs.
former home, Arcadia. Iowa.
Spence 's visit will extend through the
summer.
Mrs. John Y. Hewitt returned from
Faywood Hot Springs, where she spent
the past month for the benefit of her
health. 8he Is much Improved.
S. C. Wiener returned from El Paso
and other Texas points. Mr. Wiener
went as far east as Beaumont, and
says the sight of bo much vegetation
was quite pleasing.
C. C. Hedges was arrested at Jlcar- Ilia by Constable Langston, charged
with threatening Clarence Goddard
with a shot gun, and preventing God
dard, who was surveying for the American Placer company, running a line
across his claim. Defendant was given a preliminary hearing before Jus
tice H. B. Thompkins, and was bound
over In the sum of $250. The same
defendant was again arraigned In the
afternoon, the proceeding being for
the purpose to have Hedges placed under a peace bond. In this case, also,
he was required to give bond In the
sum of $250. The first bond was signed by E. L. Ozanne and Charles Spence
and the second by Robert Leslie, J. D.
Brotherton and O. C. Hlnton, and the
prisoner discharged to await the action of the grand Jury. The trouble
Is of several years' standing, growing
out of a dispute over claims in the
district, and, while it Is claimed that there are two sides to the question, we were unable to hear either,
and give this as a bare statement of
the court's actions.

an Interest In the business of W. O.
Brown, the blacksmith.
W. F. Daugherty, of the firm of
Daugherty & Beckett, was In Carlsbad and reported the sale of the wool
clip from the flocks of the firm to John
Matheson of Roswell.
The fleece
weighed in 20.500 pounds, and was
shipped from Miller. Mr. Daugherty
reports that his lamb crop averaged
over 50 per cent.
There will be no agent of Porter
Brothers, the great Chicago fruit commission house, in the Pecos valley this
year ,as the firm has become bankrupt.
The concern was capitalized at $1,000,-000- ,
and was the greatest apple and
peach house in the United States, for
the past four years, having bought
heavily in the f'ecos valley and all
other important fruit centers of the
United States.
W. M. Reed, of Roswell, who Is now
a regular employe of the United
States geological survey, arrived In
Carlsbad, coming here to install a
river gauge near the wagon bridge
for the use of the geological survey
in Its present thorough investigation
of the conditions attaching to the
classic Pecos. The guage will register
the flow, velocity and discharge of the
Btream, and will be in charge of Chief
Engineer Sullivan of the P. I. & I. com
pany.
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home in Pennsylvania. She expects
to return to the city next fall. Miss
Hoffman Is a sister of Mrs. Allen
Ware.
Mrs. Eno and daughters. Misses Matilda and Julia, and son, Captain E. B.
Eno, left for the Upper Gila, where
they have rented the X. S. X. ranch
house for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Radclyffe Furness and
little son, who have been spending the
winter In the city for the benefit of
Mr. Furness' health, left for their
home In Philadelphia. Mr. Furness returns to the Quaker city a complete
cure, thanks to Silver City climate.
Misses Kate Crawford and Edna
Page, two popular and efficient school
teachers of this city, expect to leave
next week for California, where they
will spend the summer vacation with
relatives, the fovmer In San Francisco
and the latter In San Luis Obispo.
Dr. John Gillispie of Philadelphia
died at his quarters In the northern
part of the city. Dr. Gillispie came to
the city about a month ago for pulmonary tuberculosis. He seemed to be
progressing nicely until complications
set In, resulting In menlngeneal tuberculosis w.hlch caused his death. Deceased was 45 years of age and unmarried. He occupied Important positions
on the staff of the Pennsylvania and
Children's hospitals In Philadelphia,
and was well known throughout the
east.
His remains were shipped to
the old home in Warrensourg, N. Y.

Automatic 'Phone No. 516
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Wanted.
We would like to ask, through the
columns of your paper, If there is any
person who has used Green's August
Flower for the cure of indigestion,
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
not been cured and we also mean
their results, such as sour stomach,
formentation of food, habitual
nervous dyspepsia, headaches, despondent reelings, sleeplessness In fact, any trouble connected
with the stomach or liver? This medi
cine has been sold for many years in
all civilized countries, and we wish to
correspond with you and send you one
of our books free of cost. If you never
bottried August Flower, try a
tle first. We have never known of Its
falling. If so, something more serious
Is the matter with you. The
size has Just been Introduced this year.
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
G. G. Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. H.
O'Rielly & Co.
o

Dr. King's
New Discovery

1
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Denver & Rio Grande System
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN- -

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE & SANTA FE

THE POPULAR LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

....TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS....
The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through 8alt Lake City en route to Pacifis Coast.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

J.

A. EDSON, Manager,
Denver Colo.

A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver, Colo.
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.

K. HOOPER,
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Indianapolis, Ind., June
for
annual meeting Travelers' Protective
where he went with his brother. Ed
return home before the first of July.
Association of America. Rate one fare
Chairman John Greenwald, of the Vigil, who had an operation performed
doing
well.
Pius $2 for round trip. Dates of sale
is
He
on
foot.
his
Hope
His
Last
Realized.
feels
board of county commissioners
June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20.
From the bentlnel, Gelo, Mont.
Mr. Tuttle, who has purchased propquite hopeful that there will be a sur
In the first opening of Oakland to For further information call at ticket
plus In the county treasury a year erty here, has gone to Mason, Iowa,
settlers in 1889, the editor of this pa office. F. L. Myers, agenu
will return In a month with his
and
now.
from
per was among e many seekers after
0
to make his hlme In Tularoea.
Jack Bruton, who had a leg so bad family Cooper
fortune who made the big race one Coronado tent City, Coronado, Cal.
An
San
In
Is
from
the
Jim
ly broken several days ago, Is doing
fine day in April. During his traveling
We will have on sale to Coronado
about and atterwards his camping up- Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thurs
well, though there Is a probability that dreas and Is showing some fine sam
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Bevere heat, gave him a very severe July, August and September, 1902;
has
the
Mrs. E. V. Chavez and children and
diarrhoea which it seemed almost im round trip tickets at rate of $35, limit
Mrs. Chavez's mother, Mrs. Williams,
A Splendid Remedy.
possible to check, and along In June ed to November 30, 1903 ; stopovers In
guests
of
were
Albuquerque,
the
all of
Neuralgic pains, rheumatism, lum
case became so bad he expected to either direction west of Barstow, CaL
the
Mr.
bago and sciatic pains yield to the
the parents of Mr. E. V. Chavez,
die. One day one of his neighbors For further Information call on ticket
brought him one small bottle of Cham- - agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
and Mrs. Jesus Ma. Chavez, the first penetrating influence of Ballard's
Snow Liniment. It penetrates to the
lierlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea F L. Myers, agent.
of the week.
Remedy as a last hope. A big dose
Miss Julia F. Atkinson left for Mis- nerves and lone, and eing absorbed
the blood, its healing properties
was given him while he was rolling
souri, where she will spend a few days into
Screen work done by the Phoenix
are conveyed to every part of the
about on the ground In great agony, planing
Tax on Babies.
With friends before going on to spend body and effect some wonderful cures
mill, Gold avenue.
great
few
a
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In
was
tax
is
a
minutes
dose
tue
and
Extreme
weather
hot
the Bummer in the study of higher Mr. D. F. Moore, agent Illinois Cen upon the mgesuve powers of babies; peated. The good effect of the medi
MONUMENTS.
mathematics at the University of Chl-ag- tral Railway, Milan, Tenn., states: when puny and feeble they should be cine was soon noticed and within an
All kinds of stone and marble work
"I have used Ballard's Snow Liniment given a few doses of White Cream nour the patient was taking his first
The many Socorro friends of Mr. for rheumatism, backache, etc., In my Vermifuge, the children's tonic.
It sound sleep for a fortnight. That one Prices moderate. Shop and yard corremedy.
family.
splendid
We
a
is
It
are
digesof
Paso
M.
little bottle worked a complete cure, ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue
will
Bray
El
stimulate and facilitate the
and Mrs. E.
H. Q. MAURINO & CO.
grieved to know that Mr. and Mrs. could not do wtihout It." 25c, 50c and tion of their food, so that they soon and he cannot help but feel grateful.
o
lecome strong, healthy and active. The season for bowel disorders being
Bray recently tuffered the loss of their ll.Oi) at J. H. ORielly & Co.
Patronize home Industry get a suit
hand suggests this Item. For sale
at
25c at J. H. O ivlelly & Co.
exMany
Catherine.
daughter
little
LORDSBURG.
made from the products of the new
by all druggists.
pressions of sympathy have been
Woolens In the piece
woolen mills.
DEMING.
lieard in this city, where Mr. and Mrs. From the Liberal.
measures taken at Simon Stern's,
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and
John McCabe has received the brick From the Headlight.
"Bray are well known and highly esthe Railroad avenue clothier.
and lumber for his new bouse. He ex
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There is such a thing as a piano bar.
There will be an entertainment con- more congenial, entertaining couple Some of his friends have been wired
for the best progress In chemlBtry and
would be hard to find
We have decided to sell all our
gain.
at
by
hecantata,
children
sisting
a
of
hlmBelf
Mr. Brown
metalurgy.
to come to him.
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Maud
Clossln
Miss
the
at
traded In pianos at figures
used
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Friday
stowed the medal yesterday morning the Knights of Pythias hall,
John Kasser returned from a three
but looks as If she was hardly
Justify us In advertising piano
In the library room at the school In night, June 5, for the purpose of rais- able to be there. She has had a hard weeks' trip In Mexico, where he went that
bargains. Call and Investigate.
presence of the assembled students ing money for the Christian church.
on mining business.
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informed
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with
time
not
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which
bird
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and members of the faculty. Mr. Hult
DO YOU EAT?
Dave Manee, one of Sierra's old tim
It was mumps, but find it was even
fairly earned his distinction and is re- been Identified. It was caught in the worse.
If so call on D. Welller & Co. Their
ers. is up from Mexico. He will leave
street by L. C. McGrath. It has web
ceiving many congratulations.
Mrs. E. E. Burdlck returned from shortly for his home In the state of groceries are always fresh. Gold ave
feet, is between a duck and a goose
nue, between First and Second streets.
near the middle of the New York
in size, with a long beak, having a California
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of
stand the shocking strain
no one here has ever seen the like.
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
or two with her husband at the Hap
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We are now showing the products of
Will Belt, who has been at the mili- She came home sooner than she in py Jack mine.
Early
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try the famous Little
tary academy at Roswell for the past tended, but was looking happy and
All the machinery for the Prosper the new woolen mill of this city, and
well.
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system.
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Kasy Pill. W. H. Howell, Houston, the kinks out of his back, and, Judging
The Andrews mill is running on fit and style. Simon Stern, the Rail
trip and dis
'Tex., says nothing better can be used by his gold medal, and the reports of May she have a pleasantDeming
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Jack ore, and we understand road avenue clothier.
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other small shippers in that sec- - sion of the office the next day to fill
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tlon 100 head were delivered to George the unexpired term of the late Thomas
From the Progress.
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est southwestern bouse.
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Miss Katie Archibald of El Paso Is night.
Otterville,
Iowa.
Daniel Haute, of
The waiting passengers felt with Indigestion and sour stomach,"
F. A. Jones, fe. Mm C. E.
vlsitine her mother.
Consulting Mining Engtneer
good when they saw the Lordsburg & says Mrs. Sarah W. Curtis, of Lee, writes, "I have had asthma for three
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tried alout field assistant U. 8. Oeological Burr)
The dam at the mouth
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laxative
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before could not. If you have any until I tried Foley's Honey and Tar
valley expect one of the
haw this season they ever aud the bowels moved at least once trouble with your stomach why not which gave me Immediate relief and I
a day, so that all the poisonous take these tablets and get well? For
Nothing has ever equalled it
have had before.
will never be without it in my house.
wastes are expelled daily. Mr. G. L.
by all druggists.
I sincerely recommend it to all.
Nothing can ever surpass it
Abraham Gonzales, a wealthy cattle Edwards, 142 N. Main St., Wichita sale
o
In
Pharmacy.
luyer of Chihuahua, spent a day
CARLSBAD.
Kansas, writes: "I have used Her
Cruces this week. He has bought bine to regulate the liver and bowels
SILVER CITY.
for the past ten years, and found It a From the Argus.
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A lodge of the Benevolent and
From the Enterprise.
The Methodists will
tective Order of Elks Is to bo organMrs. C. C. Shoemaker and daughter.
nual picnic on June 6 near the resi- O Rielly & Co.
ized in Roswell, and a number of lo- Mis Greta, left for llaltlmore and
dence of George Williams. All the
OAKS.
WHITE
cal gentlemen are contemplating going Philadelphia.
friends of the church are cordially inr or 1VIILII
ui un "ua sac a li.0
to Roswell to become members of the
Frank Reed left for El Paso, where
vited. Conveyances will be provided From the Kag.e.
Walter Hyde and John C. Wharton antlered band
he accepts a fine position with the
for those who wish to attend.
For All Throat and
S. F. Urban, a brother-in-laof W. Western Union. His work will also
A Perfect
Mr. and Mr. Isaac G. Castaneda re- were In the city from Hondo.
Lung Troubles.
W. A. Mclvers paused through this F. Daugherty, arrived In the city from carry him to Albuquerque occasional- Cure :
turned from an enjoyable and restful
Money back if it fails. Trial BottUs frsa.
trip to Santa Robalia, Chihuahua. Mex week with a well drilling outfit. The Helton, Tex., and will reside In Carls-- ly
t
machine that was first used bad permanently, having purchased I Miss Grace Hoffman left for her
Mrs. Irviu, mother of Mrs. A. J. Papep,
's
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IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS
RUNS

TO THE NORTH AND EAST
"THE FA8TEST
t TO

2

EVER"

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or Memphis and Principal Points.
Call on Agent for full Information
System, El Paso, Texas.
A, E.

A. N. BROWN, G. P.

P.-N.-

A badge of

the

Burlington.
"For years and years a BurllngtC badge or a Burling,
engine-maton uniform, whether on train-mabraksman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.
n,

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KAN8AS CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAIN8 FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

MfipQ

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
. W. VALLERY, General
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This "Parts of Latin America" I situated over six thousand feet oo
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes la never o
Aiuuough not generally known summer la th very a
experienced.
o
best of seasons to visit th Land of Maflana."
o
Th dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, ao S
cools the atmosphere as to mat th evenings and nit a lovely.
o
Betweea th music, th flower and th pretty custom of our 0
o
Mexican neighbors; between th beautiful nights, and balmy morn
ings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, on becomes so entrancea oo
with th beauty of this country as to never forget bis trip undsr o
o
"The White Umbrella."
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he Mexican Central
Is prepared tc furn'-ipoints In Mexico.
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you with

W. D. MURDOCH,
A. O. ft P. A., Mexico
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Call on or address,
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C. A., 1 Paso.
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P. A.,Mexlco.
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takes charge that a 100 stamp mill
will go up on the mine.

BUDWEI 5ER

r--

4

Strictly a

Family
Beverage.
Of

the

83.790,300

Bottles
used in 1902,
three-fifth- s
was consumed in households. The
increased demand for

BUDWEI 5ER
for home use marks the declining1 popularity of
the
and is the
greatest factor in promoting the cause of
decanter-on-the-sideboa- rd

ft

V

True Temperance
1903.

Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler haa filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States Court Commissioner at
N. M.. on Julv 6th 1903. vi7- Diego Serna, for S. W.
Section 35.
T. 6 N., K. 5 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz: Santiago Serna, Hljlnlo Lopez, Bitervo
Vigil, Raimundo Salaz. all of Manza-no- ,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Moun-talnal-

j

Mines and Minerals

eatching the values In the slimes after
passing over the concentrators.

The ore coming from the bottom of
the Climax mine ,near Kingman, owner by James Dundon and J. C. Noble,
London parties have had experts ex- equipped with a sj'Btem of aerial teams situated near the old Paymaster, is Imamining copper properties in the vi- and
automatic machinery proving greatly in quality and quanticinity of Morencl, Ariz., with a view for
p
handling of the product. ty. Copper sulphides now form the
base of the o"
of purchase.
the-chea-

American capitalists are investing
The negotiations are Just completed
It is stated that no less than twenty-fiv- e heavily In mining properties in the
for the sale of the (Vrro Prieto mine
newly Invented dry washers are Composteta district, Tepic, Mexico.
forty miles from Magdalena, Sonora,
being tested in the placer fields of the
to the Nogales copper company for
'
lower Yaqui.
Progress Is being made on the mill $(.00,0(10
gold. This is rated one of
of the Mohave Gold Mining company,
At the Boston Mine exchange last near the Roberts place, Mohave coun- the great low grade gold propositions
of Sonora, it being claimed that the
week, 328 shares of Santa Fe Gold and ty, Arizona.
The mill will handle
feet wide and runs
Copper company's stock sold for 12 about 150 tons of ore daily. At the vein Is seventy-fiv$fi
to 12.25 per shr.re.
mine great bodies of hleh errado nrp ed to the ton In that metal. It Is statthat as soon as the new company
are being opened up.
(Homestead Entry No. 6541.)
A company of Chicago capitalists
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
has been organized to develon a eroun
R. B. Willison, as attorney for Gey-e- r
Department of the interior, land office of silver claims thirty
& Whalen. owners of the Wbalen
miles south
at Santa Fe, N. M., May 18, 1903.
group of mines, containing three
west of Parral, Chihuahua.
Notice Is hereby given that the folclaims in the Cerrlllos mining district,
lowing named nettler has filed notice
M. Foree. who Is the manner is preparing to file application for paCol.
R.
of his Intention to make final proof In
pers on the group in the United States
support of his claim, and that said of valuable mining properties near land office
at Santa Fe.
Globe,
Ariz.,
but
whose headauartfin
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu- are In Santa Fe, is in Denver on busi
A large cave of guano was found
querque, N. M., on June 27th, 1903, viz: ness.
recently by A. Long, thirty-fivmiles
Clinton C. Jones, for the N H N W H
Peter White, who has been nrrmnpr-- southeast of Carlsbad. N. M. The plan
S E
N W
S W i N E V. Sec. 27,
irig
In
the Sheeptrall country. Arizona, Is now to work the deposit and place
T 10 N. R 4 E.
ih. wn. the product on the market, provided
He names the following witnesses to returned to Kingman. H
prove his continuous residence upon er of several valuable mining proper- rates can be secured from the railroad. The cave is in the foothills of
end cultivation of said land, viz: Jacob ties In that country.
the Guadalupes.
Loebs, of Albuquerque, N. M., Don J
The Guggenheim Exploration com
Rankin of Albuquerque, N. M. David
Weiller of Albuquerque, N. M., John pany has recently stnt a nnmhw r
The C. and C. mine, adjoining the
additional experts Into Mexico to in- Lincoln mine in Santa Fe county. New
Stobbe of Albuquerque, N. M.
spect
various mining properties. The Mexico, is to have a new plant of ma
MANUEL R. OTERO.
mines eo far examined are chlnflv In chinery consisting of a boiler, hoist
.
Register.
Chiliaahua and Sonora.
and pumping plant, recently purchased
(Homestead Entry No. 6274.)
and it is believed that
plant can
Captain L. H. Williams of Altmnnt easily control the heavy this
Notice for Publication.
flow
of water
Department of the Interior, Land Of- 111., and president of the Altmont Mini on
DYSPEPSIA CURE
t
the
level.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 20, lng company, oneratine in th Tariila
1903.
tamp, New Mexico, Is In El Paso. He
Under all curable conditions
Henry P. Ewlng and Henry Lefier
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- reports that the company is arrang
gone
to
have
old
the
PJttsburg
Mr. D. Kauble of Mn.W. W. Liy- mine,
lowing named settler has filed notice es iur extensive development work.
ler of Hillt&rd.
near Kingman, Ariz., where they inNevada. O.. was
of his intention to make final proof In
cured by Kodol A Pa., was cured
to do considerable development.
tend
support of his claim, and that said
News from Jerome AW
i
of stomach Mir--Am of Chronlo
proof will be made before the United effect that It Is proposed to 'run a tun-ne- l The mine shows considerable rich ore
Dyspepsia by
trouble which
In
stopes
p.nd
In
the
the
bottom
of
the
7,000 feet long on the Unlfert
had effected
States court commissioner at San Rain use ot
deep
Is
shaft
there
a
better showing
Kodol.
bit heart.
fael, New Mexico, on June 25, 1903 viz: mine, beginning at thn ......
mm .HQ
ito. I ...
U "
any
than at
other point.
Jesug Abelta, for the W4 of SE4 and ther down the Verde river.
It Is
EH of SWH, sec. 34, T. 11 N., R.IW, claimed this will avoid all dan
The Eagle company, operating the
He names the following witnesses fire.
Old Abe mine, White Oaks, has orderto prove his continuous residence uped a large amount of lumber, and has
on and cultivation of said land: viz:
The Mammoth mine, alxtv miia begun
the construction of another
Donaclano Pino, Alferjo Montano, north of Tucson, Ariz., is using 50.000
build- The
Juan Mata Candelaria, Pablo Perea, all feet of squared timber monthly, thna'ir. i10 mi
... inai property.
.
.
...
s
lu ue ,ai0 ret,t an1 Wl" be lo
of Cubero, N. M.
gging some idea of the immense cated
between the cyanide plant and
amount of work being done. This is the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
concentrators.
In this bu
Register.
ea"h
n,arU8,IOW gndeAold Proportion, will
be
"
.
...... built four canvas tabic
Br IYi...i.wh.l Yom Lai
.
worked for a. inn timo
I
me
luumug
iur
tun
SubscrUe for The Citizen.
lenutn
U
It
splendidly and economically
of the building, and will be used for a.
h. Brlggs Co. and. 8. Vann & Son
e
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Go West to

A rich strike has been made on the
300 level of the Queen Bee mine. Mineral Park, Ariz.
The ore carries
high values in both gold and silver and
the ore hotly is said to be quite extensive. The mine Is under the management of Jacob Detar and the conservative policy pursued Is bringing results.
A report from Phoenix, Ariz., says
news has been received at that place
of the strike of the BOO foot level of
the Senate mine, at Congress, In a
cross cut 250 feet to the north, of $300
gold ore. The work has been continued from the 250 foot level, where
the ore was lost. Charles H. Akers
and New York people own the mine.

J. C. Young, a well known mining
man of Portland, Ore., examinedw several properties in the north end of San
Francisco district, Arizona, and expressed the opinion that if the mines
pass Into the hands of the right people
the richest section of the territory will
be found there.
He compared the
country with that of the Rand, in
South Africa.

ine ivornsourg uinerai learns

on

trustworty authority that the Nation

al Gold and Silver Mining company
of Stein's Pass has bought the entire
properties of the Mineral Mountain
company in the Stein's Peak range,
and have formed a consolidation of
the two companies under one management. The Liberal Is not Informed as
to the price paid for the properties.

Is

It was learned at
Cruces that
the big pump which was expected for
some time at the Torpedo mine, arrived there the other morning, and It
was placed to pump the water out of
the mine which has been flooded for
some time, says the Las Cruces Progress. If this pump should give satisfactory results, the miners of that
promising camp should feel proud of
It and celebrate- the next Fourth of
July on that account.
Capitalists are figuring on faking up
the old McCrackin mines, nine miles
from Signal, Ariz , and doing enough
work to ascertain if they can be worked at a profit. The mines are opened
up by tunnels and shafts, but the
ores were wonderfully rich, where
derth has been obtained. Tne surface
leads to the belief that at greater
depth the values will again be found.
There are big bodies of low grade silver ore now In sight.
The report that the Copper Quern
company Intended, Instead of removing its smelter plant to Douglas. Ariz.,
would enlarge the capacity of the
smelter, is entirely without foundation.
Said Superintendent French
to a Review reporter:
"There Is no
truth in the report bo far as I know;
it must simply be a rumor, for I have
heard nothing to that effect.
The
present plans will probably be carried
out and the smelter removed to Douglas as soon as possible. Anything to
the contrary would be new to me."
Bis-be-

(Homestead Entry No. 7135.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior. Land Of
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., May 27th,

T nt Cltr. Coronado Beach, Cslifi rnle.

The great Grand Central mine at
Minas Prletas, Sonora, is now being
operated by Charles A. Butters under
a lease. The mine has been closed
j down for several
years, but was left
, with 140,000 worth of $4 gold ore block
ei out. it Is stated that this ore can
be worked and mined for $1.50 a ton.

e

Caution!
This Is not a gentle word but when
you think how liable you are not to
purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that has had the
largest sale of any medicine In the
world since 1868 for the cure and
treatment of consumption and throat
and lung troubles without losing Its
great popularity all these years, you
will be thankful we called your attention to Boschee'a German Syrup. There
are so many ordinary cough remedies
made by druggists and others that are
cheap and good for light colds perhaps,
tut for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
and especially for consumption,
where there la difficult expectoration
and coughing during the nigtua and
lornings, there Is nothing like German
Syrup. The t
size has Just been
Introduced this year. Regular alze, 76
cents. At all druggists. J. H. O'RIelly
& Co.

June 2 Dance at Colombo hall, given by Retail Clerks' Protective association.
June 3 Choral society concert at
Choral hall.
June 7 Band concert and lecture
given In open air by company advertising Coronado Beach, Cal.
June 8. Great operatic concert by
celebrated Italian artistes at Colombo
hall.
July 4 and 5 Labor union picnic al
the fair grounds. Base ball, racing and
sports of all kinds.
For over aixty rears.
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Wtnslow's Soothing Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by mil-

lions of mothers for their children
while teething with perfect success.
It soothes the child, fcofteus the gums,
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
la the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Is
pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every part ot the world,
-- wenty-flve
cents a bottle. Its value
is incalculable. Be sure and ask for
Mrs. Winslow'a Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
See our new spring line of carpets

We can save you money. Albert
305 West Railroad avenue.

Fab-er-

,
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Cool Trip on the Santa

Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow capped Sierras. You can buy
a combination round trip ticket to San Diego this aummer including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price. Tent City Is a popular Southern
California summer seaside resort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.
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Excursion Rates to Coronado Beach.
California.
Rates, Including meals en route.
Grand Canyon side trip with hotel accommodations, and two weeks board
and lodging at Coronado Beach, with
four additional weeks at $10 a week, If
desired.
Single parties with standard Pull
man, $107; two parties with standard
Earth's greatest wonder the Pullman, $97.60; single parties with
titan of chasms, a mile deep, tourist sleeper, $97; two parties with
many miles wide.
tourist sleeper, $92.60.
Dates of sale, June 1 to August 31,
Picture ot It
For 25 cents will send the Inclusive; limit, two months from dat
season's novelty a Grand Can- ot sale. Tourist limit of ten days each
yon Photochrome
view, uni- way wun siopovers.
quely mounted
to reproduce
the Canyon tints. Or, for the
Bame price, a set of four
prints,
ready for
framing.
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER

or Arizona

JOHN HART

black-and-whi-

Book

J. J.

About It

Doors and Window Screens.
For 50 cents will send a
Grand Canyon book, 128 pages,
All Kinds of Jobbing.
93 Illustrations, cover In color,
by
contains articles
noted authors, travelers and scientists. SH0Pln the alley of First National
Worthy a place In any library. Bank Building.
Or will mail free pamphlet,
"Titan of Chasms."
B. A. SLEYSTER.
Apply to any agent of the
Santa Fe system, or to
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
BRYNB
REAL ESTATE,
Gen. Pass. Agt. Southern CaliNOTARY PUBLIC.
fornia Ry. and A., T. & S. F. ROOMS 1214, CROMWKLL BLOCK,
ntomatlo Telephone 174.
Coast Lines, Los AngeleB,
California.

W. H. HAHN

We are headquarters for lace curtains, draperies and portieres. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.

COAL DEALER

o

Cerrlllos and Gallup Domestic Lums
We can supply your wants In oil
cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, 17.50 per ten.
to select from at Albert Faber's 306
Anthracite, larger sizes, 17.75 ds
Railroad avenue.
o
ton.
Our linen display Is attractive; our
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
prices none the less so. Albert Faber,
Grant building.
Yard and Office: 107 East Rallrea
O
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldfl.
Notice of Forfeiture.
Telephones:
Territory of Arizona, County of Co
Automatic, 418 ana)
267; Bell, 45.
chise, ss.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and as
DEVOE'S READY . MIXED PAIN
signs:
You are hereby notified that I have
expended one hundred dollars ($100.00) One Gallon Cover. 300 8quar. Fee
TWO COATS.
In labor and Improvements upon the
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate Id
Peralta Canon, Cochltl District, Berna
llllo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
by certificate filed February 8, 1898, in
iLs,i
F All SI
if
the office of the recorder of said County, In order to hold Bald premises under the provisions of section 2324 Re
vised Statutes of the United States, being the amount required to hold the
ame for the year ending December 81,
1902.

And If within ninety days from the
serving of this notice, you fall or refuse to contribute your proportion of
such expenditure, together with the
cost of this publication, as a
your interest In the said claim will be
come the property of the subacrfber under said section 2324.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
ALEX CONRAD,
Signature.
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Coronado
Tent City
on San Diego Bay is an Ideal

summer resort The climate
Is perfect. Open June 1 to
September 30, under management of Hotel del Coronado.
Full Information regarding
excursion rates, charges at
tent city, etc., from agent

SEE THE PRICE8. SEE THE" GOODS
Harnes
15.50 to S40.0u
Farmer.' Plow Harness, 17.60
Saddles
$5.25 to $55.00

Fin. Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dus
ters, collars, Axl. Oils, etc.
Whips

15c to $1.5

Tlios- F.
-

40 i

W.

Keleher
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

L TRIMBLE

8c CO.

Second atreet, oetween Kallroad a
Jopper vea.se
Horsea and Moles bought and exchanged. Livery, Sale, Feed ana
Iranafer Stable
BEf T TURNOUTS
AddTess

IN

THE CITY

W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
lbanuerque. N. M.

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.

Ladle, can depend upon securli
permanent relief from lrrecular
painful periods by using these wafer
bate and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitute, by pur-

chasing only from our agent.
Pans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., lm.
porters.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo count"

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you

eat.

U
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BACCALAUREATE

SERMON,

Rav. Beattia Delivers Fine Address
Before U.

N, M.

Class ot

iyuj.

morning. As far as The Citizen can
learn the latter was at fault, as he
was making certain charges about salaries and schools which he could not

"taiiuate.
""us uoorirlch.

HERE

Engineer J.

private secretary
to Superintendent t. L. Hubbard of the
Albuquerque-Wlnslcdivision of the
Snnta Fe Pacific, Is In the city enjoy-tna lay off.
Miss Nellie Ration, formerly with
the Golden Rule dry goods store, haB
accepted a position as clerk at the
news btand.
Sheriff Houck of Navajo county,
Ariz., was in 'he city yesterday while
en route south. He left on last night's
train for El Piso.
The night mall from the north tfiese
days bring down quite a fine list of
"special dispatches."
Mrs. D. A. Bittner, who has been
with friends and relatives In Pennsylvania, has returned.
Rev. T, C. Beattle will, commencing
with July, spend the sunmmer at Long
Beach, Cal.
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DOUGLAS.

H. Holman

Here on a

Visit to His Family.
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COMMENCEMENT

This Is commencement week for the
class of 1903 of the University "of New

eL

SWELL OXFORDS

cX

yL

and SANDALS

g"

COOL, DRESSY, COMFORTABLE,

well wearing, with either

'light,

)

v

it
I

x'w

or heavy
medium
opera
sense,
common
soles;

or french heels.

black dongola,
$1.60, $1.65

V

BLACK VICI KID,
$2.25, $2.50

V

V

J

X

V

BLACK FRENCH KID,
S2.5O.S3.0O

W

I

PATENT LEATHERS,
$2.50, $3.00

PATENT KID,

WHAT F. F. TROTTER WILL DO
We'll drive Into your gutter,
And deliver at your dor,
A finer grade of butter
Than you ever ate before.
We'll also bring a chunk of cheese
That'll make you long for more.
We aim the epicure to please.
With toothsome bites galore.

F. F. TR OTTER
Successor to J. L. Bell & Co.
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

0. W, STRONG'S

SONS,

WOMAN'S EXCHANGE
Has moved to the corner of Fourth and
Railroad avenue, where we are now
prepared to furnish home-madbread,
cakes, pies, etc., of the best quality at
reasonable prices. Give us a trial and
satisfy yourselves.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
Corner of Fourth street and Railroad
avenue. Phone A 15.
e

UNDERTAKERS
License

68,

Colorado State Board
of Health,

Prompt and Careful Service

o
CHAPEL

OFFICE,

AMD

PARLORS

North Second St.

201-21-

PROGRAM.

BOTH PHONES.

First Street Natatorlum.
The First street natatorlum
la
open every day from 10 a. m. to 10

Mexico.
It will be full of good things for the

seniors, the undergraduates and their
friends.
Yesterday the baccalaureate sermon
was delivered. The class day exercises will commence at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning In Library hall.
Wednesday evening at 8:30 the Choral
society will give their concert; Thurs
day evening, the commencement exer
cises will be held, and on Friday even
ing the annual banquet of the alumni
will take place.
Library hall was filled yesterday af
ternoon to hear the Rev. T. C. Beattle
deliver the baccalaureate sermon to
the class of 1903. The text on which
he based his sermon was from Ecclesiastics 12, 13th and 14th verses. His
talk was chuck full of good advice,
saying that no endowment Is half as
precious as that which comes through
our relation to God. If God, he says,
can work through and In us then we
are rich Indeed. How true is the prayer of the old Arabian philosopher;
"Oh, God, be kind to the wicked thou
hast been sufficiently kind to the good
in making them good." If we turn
toward God then all of our nobler powers and faculties will develop and
strengthen even as the tree throws
out Its mighty branches to the light.
We will attain to the loftiest heights
of manhood and womanhood. Let the
thought of a personal and present Ood
be the supreme factor In your dally
life. Let not a morning dawn or an
evening close without the knowledge
that you can spend the day with Him
and be guarded by Him through the
night. If we heed the exhortation of
the text then life will be a truer and
The man who trusts
better thing.
God can say as did Phillip Brooks:
"Life seems a feast In which God
keeps the best until the last."
Rev. Mr. Beattle's address was a
scholarly one. A quartet composed of
Miss Grace Houghton and Miss Welch
and Messrs. Newton and Walker sang
two selections.
The class day exercises tomorrow
morning follows:
Piano
Class History
Florence Fox
President's address. . .Lillian Huggett
Vocal solo
Grace Houghton
Spade oration
J. Ralph Tascher
Violin solo
Prof. Blair
Gladys Childers
Senior charge
Bella Jones
Junior response
W. H. North
Vocal solo
Class prophecy
Francis Irwin

MEETINGS.

There will be a meeting of the general committee on arrangements for the
Fourth of July celeliratlon Wednesday
evening. June 3. at 7:30 o'clock, In the
hall over the Cabinet saloon. Henry
Myers, chaTrman, Fourth of July celebration.
The members of the committee on
entertainment for the Fourth of July
celebration are requested to meet In
the hall over the Cabinet saloon at
7:3) Friday night to make arrangements for the grandest program ever
presented to the people of this country. Billy Berry, chairman.
The Young People's Christian Endeavor of the First Presbyterian
church will hold their first regular
monthly business meeting at the home
of Mrs. J H. Stingle, 202 South Edith
street, this evening at 8 o'clock. A
special invitation is extended to strangers.
The ladies of the German church
their monthly meeting next
Wednesday afternoon, June 3, at the
home of Mrs. Grtindmann. All are requested to be present. By order of the
president, Mrs. E. Renner.
will hold

COL. ALBRIGHT D0IN6

When they're piled up on a big
table. You see the Difference
when you put them on.

WELL.

J. H. Holman, familiarly known as
"Mose" Holman, one of the best engineers that ever pulled the throttle of
a locomotive, is in the city, and has
been here the past few days. He came
up from Douglas, Arizona, to visit his
family and to hear his son, Carl Holman, orate as one o. the popular young
graduates of the Central High school.
Carl graduated last Friday night, delivering his "class prophecy" before a
large audience which had assembled
at Colombo hall.
"Mose" is an engineer on the El
Paso & Southwestern road (the Bisbee
line), and runs between Douglas anu
El Paso. He is enthusiastic over lue
future prospects of Douglas; says It is
now the biggest mining camp in the
southwest, and that in a few years
It will come to the front as the rival
of El Paso as being the biggest town
in that section of country. He says
the big smelters at Douglas eat up the
ore as fast as the railroads can bring
the output from the mines.
"Down at Douglas," continued Mr.
Holman, "there are a few former Albuquerque citizens and all of them seem
to be prospering. I met Col. John G.
Albright the other day, and he seemed
to be as happy as a clam, without any
trouble whatever on his mind. You
know how much trouble the colonel
had when he was the publisher and
editor of the Morning Democrat, but
now everything Is sailing easy for him.
He is the organizer of Red Men lodges,
and Is making money. He has Just
completed the organization of a Red
Men's lodge'at Douglas of 150 members, and is now ready to seek greener
and newer pastures. The colonel has
also branched out as an orator, and,
when making the earth vibrate with
his eloquence, his gestures are simply
grand to behold. He Is all right and 1
am glad to reort him doing well."
Charles Howe is making money In
the Jewelry business, and Fred Hamm
is evidently prospering as a buyer ot
cattle and sheep.

STORE looks like
generally speaking. When you see a big lot of
clothing piled on tables "head-high- "
it seems to be only a
question of color and price.
Don't stop there. There Is something more Important. Ask
yourself "How about fit, style
and service."

ONE

OUR

IS

DIFFERENT
from the ordinary. It has a style
and dignity that is peculiarly
It's own. We would like the
opportunity of showing you the
good points of our ready-madclothing we could convince you
that our's IS different in no
time.
e

Light

weight

Summer

tO to
1

1'- insured:

Two-Piec-

-

Suits

$20

Outing Suits

e

$1.50 to 10

item

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE

YOU PEOPLE WHO EAT.
A meeting of the Order of Owls will
If your appetite Is on a
Attentlonl
be held Tuesday evening, June 2, at
call on D. Welller & Co., the
strike
503 North Second street, by order of
Gold avenue grocers. They can fix
the O. M. Mamie Girard, secretary.
your'a up. Everything to eat, always

There will be "a regular meeting of
G. K. Warren post No. 5, G. A. R., In
Grant hall Tuesday evening, June 2, at
8 o'clock.
All visiting comrades are
welcome. J. W.' Edwards, post commander; W. W. McDonald, adjutant.

CLOTHING

fresh; call and give us a trial.

Wood seat arm rockers, $2.25; cob- ler seat arm rockers, $2.50; cane seat
sewing rockers, $1.50; cots, $1.75 and
up; iron beds, $3.75 and up; steel folding bed couches and steel folding beds
in great variety and prices the lowest;
The Choral society meet at 8 o'clock cash or time. Futrelle Furniture Co ,
this evening for rehearsal. All mem- West end of viaduct.
o
bers should le promptly on hand.
Quaker Doctor.
H. E. Merkel, M. D., the Quaker docTeas I Teasll
tor, can be consulted at the MetropoliCoffees I Coffees!!
Always fresh at D. Weller & Co. tan hotel. Examination and consultation free.
'he Gold avenue grocers.

p. m. Ladles and gentlemen will And
this resort first class in all Its appointments. Tuesday nights will be reserved
MONEY TO LOAN
for private parties If engaged on or beLOCAL PARAGRAPHS
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any fore the previous Saturday. For terms
good security; also household goods apply at the office.
o
n
atored with me; strictly confidential.
o
E. Schoele, of Belen, was here yes
LEMP'S STANDARD
For piano bargains call at Hall ft
as
Highest cash price paid for household
to
Our
Customers
Try
Benefit
We
At the North Pole Saloon only. Second terday. He returned to Belen last
Learnard's.
goods. Automatic 'phone 120
Much as They Benefit Us.
night.
05c
Paper files
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue, street, near postofflce.
Fresh Cut Flowers,
Thomas Hughes and wife have re- Dover
08c
THE FLORIST
IVES,
you
outing
on
pleasant
If
a
turned
from
the
need
It
have
screenwork
done
13c
Summer 8chool.
Brass candle sticks
o
upper P'ecos.
05c
Three candles
Prof. W. H. Decker will conduct a by the Phoenix Dlanlng mill, Gold ave
turning at the Phoenix Plan-iuWood
20c
The Italian band delighted a large Night lamps
summer school In the Central school nue.
mill.
$2.50
o
building. Pupils desiring to make arIf you need screenwork have It done and enthusiastic audience at Robin- Decorated lamp, with shade
.
.28c
Citizen "want ads" bring results.
White enamel cups and saucers.
rangements for instruction call there by the Phoenix planing mill, Gold ave son Park last evening.
40c
Monday and Tuesday, June 1 and 2, be- nue.
The confirmation services at Temple Camp coffee pots
tween 2 and'4 o'clock.
MONEYIOLOANSl
Albert yesterday were well attended Large size galvanized Iron sprink65c
ling cans
Hall ft Leanard keep all thel. pianos and very beautiful. Rabbi Jacob Kap
watches or any good
diamonds,
35c
On
A Square Piano.
Dinner pails
in tune free for one year and will make lan presided.
bargains In watches
20c
security.
Great
ginger
every
Jamaica
guarantee
good.
Pure
promise
and
It you do not feet able to purchase a
Fred Fisher, formerly of this city, One-lb- .
15c of every description.
bottles vaseline
new upright piano for your children to
now in the employ of the Santa Fe
65c
A. H. YANOW
Do you want a piano? If so call at Central at Kennedy, Is In the city to M. & L. Florida water, large
learn On, why not purchase a good
90c 209 South Second street, a few doors
Ayer's Sarsapaiilla
square piano from Hall ft Learnard. Hall & Learnard's, that Is about all day on business.
90c
north of postofflce.
Hood's Sarsaparllla
We will take it back In exchange for that Is necessary.
Representative
R. L. Baca and
55c
Bakers' cocoa
o
a new upright any time within one
The first social event of June will daughter of Santa Fe were here to- Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery .90o D
year. See us about It.
O
They are going to visit his Two packages gelatine
25c
occur at Colombo hall on Tuesday day.
AND CONSIDER
PAUSE
JUST
In
county.
mother
Valencia
Seven bars standard laundry soap. 25c
Our Women's. $2.25 low shoes, with night, when the Retail Clerks' union
Hon. Carl A. Dalies, of Belen, spent Two bars Fels Naptha soap
15c
band turn soles are the best looking, will entertain with a dance. A full
THE MAZE,
longest wearing and most comfortable orchestra will furnish the music and a yesterday In the city. He left this
morning for Las Vegas, where he atWM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
feeling shoes offered at this price. See good time Is expected.
a meeting of the New Mexico
tends
o
May's
Popular
them at C.
Price Shoe
Quaker Doctor.
world's fair commission.
For Sale.
Store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
M. D., the Quaker doc- Merkel,
H.
E.
We now have a number of square
Superintendent H. O. Bursum of the
at the Metro
tor,
can
consulted
be
Hall ft Learnard have no dissatisfied pianos on hand all ot which must be penitentiary at Santa Fe was here this
and con
customers, which Is worth considering sold to make room for new stock. If rooming en route for the capital city. politan hotel. Examination
free.
sultation
you
&
want
Learnyour
a
see
He had been down to Mexico on busibargain
Hall
when about to place
order for a
piano.
ness. Everything Is running smoothly
ard about it.
The Next Great Concert.
at his IiiHtltution.
Prof. N. DiMauro and Chev. P. Buzzl
Willie and Alfred McClellan, sons are In these days very busy 1n pre
SPt
W. W. McClellan. and Frank Pal- paring the program for the grand opof
w
"7 you want to know what stylith
will wear th'$ Seaion, ask to
mer,
son of J. F. Palmer, left this mor eratic concert, that will be held att Co- $ee Stein liloch nobby cJttu.H
ning for the upper Rio Pecoa country, lumbo hall June 9th. Some of Chev.
driving overland. They will go into Buzzl's intimate friends, who had op
camp, and fish and hunt for a few portunity to attend some rehearsals,
weeks.
stated today that the program Is cer
M. J. Drury, master mechanic of the tainly the most elaborate combination before sending your washing elsewhere
Santa Fe Pacific shops at Winslow, of vocal and Instrumental music ever If It won't be to your advantage to
wife, are In the city. Mr. Drury presented to our public, me sale ori' bring or sena u nere, or nave us tun
and
'
tv,
"
..... ocrlnillv An This laun'
s VU .
vrt evnoa nn- i tnr
.v. I. a "a wa
m.nv i. wi .v..
71
" " will
Is a candidate for the position sue luc im,.i.
iuo j., i v i cj..v
,
r:
ceeding Master Mechanic F. P. Barnes, rapidly, and a crowded house Is al dry Is known to be reliable, to make
prompt deliveries and to do Al work.
resigned, as master mechanic of the ready assured.
We have just received a very
For being In this city only a short
local shops.
complete Una of low cut shoes,
Chev. Buzil made himself very
Hon. Charles A. Spless, of
Ve time.
popular as to count now a wide circle
In
patent
vicl,
and
calf
leather
gas,
was
legal
here
yesterday,
some
on
( .
i. ,
A Jmatters. He was a north bound pas of friends and admirers.
of
the celebrated Walkover
senger last night, and being a member
'
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Back of Postofflce.
e
make.
4i rK
of the New Mexico world's fair com
."
i
mission Is attending a meeting of the
board at Santa Fe today.
OSTEOPATHY NEVER POISONS
A large number of Topeka people
The Body Is Better Without Drugs.
who are now residing In this city, were
: y ...
..
f
very anxious yesterday regarding the
Can You Give a Rational Definition ot Oseopathy ?
latest news about the floods there, and
Agent for Carhart Union
many called at this office In the after
Osteopathy Is a system of there pu tics, based upon 4 thorough knowl...Made Overalls...
noon asking for latest advices. Sev
edge of anatomy and physiology, enabling the practitioner to look
eral gentlemen, who hold positions In
upon the body as a perfect living, automatic machine. There are more
the local shops, left last night for To-defective spines en earth than paupers. Get your spines In good shape
ptka.
Store C lotos at 6 P. M.
and your chances for health will be good.
Two well known citizens one
Spanish-Americaan
and the other
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
English speaking
gentleman very
near came to blows on a street car tnls

Best Grades..
Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes
A COriPLETE

LINE OF
QARDEN TOOLS.

s

g

Just Received a New Lot of 8 Day
Striking Clocks of Gilbert Make.

oooooooooooooooooo

One-poun-

000000000000000000

ONLY

ONLY

02. SO

02.50

WE SELL MORE CLOCKS THAN ALL OTHER HOUSES
BECAUSE OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

Mien's

y

Oxfords

S. VANN

SON,

JEWELERS

I

v.

Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools

Imperial Laundry

in Our Window

$3.50 and $4.00

We Also Carry a Larg Stock of

'(

N

STARRETT's.

V.

E. L. WASHBURN

&

u

f

6

Nx

-

.

Carpenters' Tools

L.J

and

m Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

